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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION.
The value of motion pictures for teaching has "been
established. The task that remains is to determine how to
administer and to present the motion picture program most
efficiently. At this time when everything in the schools is
being scrutinized closely in order to effect possible
economies, motion pictures must prove themselves to be efficient
Motion pictures in the schools are really at a cross roads.
If they cannot be administered efficiently they cannot hope
to remain in the schools. If they can be administered
efficiently these times of stringent economy should offer an
opportunity for the rapid expansion in the use of motion
pictures. It seems quite likely that greater economies can
be effected in the school systems by using motion pictures for
presenting material to larger homogeneous groups.
The problem then remaining to be solved is one of method of
use and administration. This thesis does not deal with methods
under the conditions we may anticipate in the future. It does
attempt to point out ways and means by which we may evaluate
present practices. The conditions under which motion pictures
are presented in the future may be altered but much of the
methods that are proven to be worthy now may be carried over
and applied to the new situation.
•

Historical Background
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CHAPTSR II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The utilization of the senses and adoption of the
principles developed by motion pictures as used in education
have been by no means a recent growth. The growth of the
actual use of the device has been somewhat startling. The
broad principles, however, upon which the justification for its
use are founded, were enrooted in the very earliest types of
teaching. The development of the whole history of education
has unfolded a strange alternate tendency toward and away from
these principles.
The very earliest types of education were extremely crude
and consisted entirely of learning the tricks and strategy of
self-preservation. This matter of self-preservation might
be divided into three classes: the struggle to overcome
surrounding physical conditions which were detrimental if not
disasterous to life; the struggle of the individual to maintain
his own life among hostile and destructive animals or neighbor-
ing human beings. The knowledge necessary for all three of
these classes of self-preservation was learned by the same
methods. It was absolutely necessary if a tribe wished to
continue to exist that this knowledge be handed on to the
succeeding generation. The motive was self-preservation. The
penalty for not heeding the motive was death. The method used
to combat such harsh consequences must be effective. There
were no opportunities for fads and fancies. The individual
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learned by seeing, by coming in contact with and by manipulat-
ing objects. There were few chances for learning confusions
here. The total education however surpassed that of the anitral
only in quality not in extent.
The satisfaction of t he grosser human senses however did
not always continue to gratify the wants of man. To these
ever expanding classes of learning were added knowledge for
J
the gratification of the aesthetic senses and knowledge for its
own sake. The same direct methods were used however for cen-
turies as civilization wound its halting but ever upward and
outward course.
Gradually ssthe struggle for self-preservation became less
exacting and desperate the superior brain of man extended the
bounds of his knowledge. These extensions were made under the
motive of pure enjoyment. The aesthetic senses were cultivated
and man did not live by bread alone. Knowledge for the sake of
knowledge lured on the chosen few with the fervor of the true
explorer. The realm of the known expanded re .idly.
With the invention of writing the first blow was dealt to
the method of learning by doing. The pendulum swung backward,
somewhat, toward learning by r.eans of symbols and by means of
the auditory senses. The swing was gradual but increased with
the expansion of ..noledge. Eventually, it reached the stage
where no human being could hope to learn all the available
knowledge by first hand contacts, directly through the senses.
Description, either oral or by meansjof the written word was
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resorted to. The advantages of description are many. It is a
short cut. It stands ready to offer approaches to an unlimited
number of new experiences of new knowledge. It has made
available more knowledge. The short cuts however that it offers
are not always the most accurate and most certain. Description
may not lead the individual to the desired knowledge. Its
destination depends upon the previous experiences of the indi-
vidual. If the symbols of the writing or of the language
martial forth the right meanings, as established by previous
experiences, the individual will arrive quickly at the desired
destination of knowledge. But if those symbols do not bring
forward in his consciousness meanings, or tne right meanings,
the individual will be unable to learn any new knowledge, or
he will gain incorrect knowledge, whichever the case may be.
More and more the modern psychologist is beginning to realize
this. He calls such failures t o learn the correct knoledge
"learning confusions". He points at reading as the most commoit
source and attempts to prevent such learning confusions by
improving the methods of teaching reading. There can and
undoubtedly much will be done to avoid these confusions by usin^
proper methods of teaching. However another method more sure
and far less liable to create learning confusions is becoming
increasingly useful, that of teaching by means of pictures.
It is not very well known by means of what mode of
education the earliest civilizations rose to their glory.
It is quite well known how western H^urope rose out of the

dark a^es into its present atate of culture. By this time we
find that the pendulum of teaching method had swung far over to
the side of symbol teaching for the upper classes. All text-
books until the time of Gommenius were dull, barren, and
unillustrat ed . Gommenius understood clesrly that the pupil
should as nearly as possible get his first impressions through
the senses from the real objects. He, however, was willing to
sacrafice this principle to the point of substituting pictures
in place if the real object. Nevertheless, the real appeal
here would be made directly through the sense of sight.
"The "Orbis Fictus or World Displayed" is justly famous as
the first illustrated school-book that was ever published, and
is the most striking example of its author's leading principle,
to appeal in all possible cases directly to the senses of the
pupil. Indeed, in t he preface to it he says: 'Now there is
nothing in the understanding a .ici. was not before in the sense.
And therefore to exercise the senses well in rightly perceiving
the differences of things, will be to lay the grounds for all
wisdom, and all right discourse, and all discreet actions in
one's course of life.'"
Gommenius published t ,is book in 1657 and it marked the
beginning of t he swing of methods back to the sense approach.
These first pictures were necessarily crude, being poorly
conceived and poorly printed.
Pestalozzi in his teaching followed still more ardently
Commenius' principle of appealing directly to the senses. He
was not satisfied with the medium of pictures to acpeal to
the senses. He presented the real objects and thereby under-
Samuel G. Williams, "The History of IJodern Education",
p. 177
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stood clearly that he was avoiding many learning confuaions
that were bound to come from any other method of teaching.
He said:
"In the world of nature imperfection in the bud means
imperfect maturity, What is imperfect in its germ is
crippled in its growth. In the development of its component
parts this is as true of the growth of the intellect as of
an apple. We must, therefore take care, in order to avoid
confusion and superficiality in education to make first
impressions of objects as correct and as complete as
possible." i
Rosseau in his writings upon teaching followed the same
line of thinking concerning sense impressions. He, however,
approached teaching by an angle somewhat different from his
predecessors. He believed in going back to the original
objects for learning but he developed this teend of thought
still further and would go so far back to nature as to await
the natural urge of the individual along a certain line before
attempting any of that teaching.
The same idea of utilizing the visual sense in learning
has come down to us and been restated by our modern philosopher
of education, John Dewey. He would have pupils "learn by doing
The visual sense of course is only one of he many senses that
would be trained by this method. Thus gradually the pendulum
of method is swinging back to the visual approach.
The visual method of teaching has been gradually developing
in the schools since the publication of Commenius ,i,, Obis
_
John Dewey and Evelyn Dewey, "School of Tomorrow,"
p. 67
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Fictua." The kindergarten school has lead the way by its
object teaching, ita drawing, its wealth of pictures, its
dramatization, its action reading, and ita creative work. It
ia natural to expect that the kindergarten should use these
principles because there the first impressions are being made,
upon which the whole structure of future education must reat.
If wrong impreasiona and confuaicns reault from thia first
teaching a whole lifetime may not be sufficient to overcome
and efface them. Wrong conceptiona made then are harder to
eraae than thoae made at any future date.
The Kindergarten however ia not the only place in our
educational ayatem where the viaual method haa developed.
Steady progress has been made at all levels, The use of
pictures in texts has become a nearly universal practice.
The college text a however are atill somewhat lacking in this
reapect . Not only haa the profuaion of these pictures increased
in the grammar and secondary levels but the quality haa greatly
improved. Fully as much care is exercised in the selection of
appropriate pictures for some texts as is used in the writing.
Colors h^ve been used to make the pictures more vivid^- and real-
istic.
Pictures are alao drawn on the blackboards. In fact the
modern school room is lavishly embellished with pictures on
the blackboards, pictures on the walls, and pictures on the
bulletin boards. Some are meant to serve two purposes: to
satisfy the aesthetic senses; and to teach new truths. Then
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added to this, many loose pictures ere used.
St ere opt icon lantern slides offer a means of presenting
material in a visual way to a large group and enables each
individual to be able to see the same thing at the same tire.
They thus enable teaching to be unified and simplified, as
well as vivified.
The stereoscope is a device which by optical illusion lend!
depth to the pictures.
The development of the moving picture was dependent first
upon the development of photography. The development of chem-
istry that made photography possible is due notsbly to the work
of Daguerre and Hershel.
Daguerre succeeded in producing his first photograph on a
mental plate about a hundred years ago.
Interest in the appearance of motion and the synthesis of
the appearance of motion was aroused even before photography
was discovered. One of the first experimenters in motion was
Peter Mark Roget . He was followed by many experimenters,
notably Joseph Antoine Ferdinand Plateau of Ghent, Simon Ritter
von Stampfer of Vienna and Emil Renaud of France. Out of
the studies started by Roget came a machine which eventually
became the familiar toy called Zaetrooe. Hand drawn pictures
were used in this machine.
Edward IiCybridge in 1878 made the first attempt to record
the actual motion of a subject by means of photogrphy. He
made photographs of a race at Palo Alto, California, by means
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of a aeries of twenty-four cameras. Kuybridge scarcely
deserves the credit and honors heaped upon him becSase he
merely capitalized what others made possible. "He was," as
Ramsaye, the historian of the motion picture, said, "entirely
a creation of events."^
Soon after Dr. Etienne Jules Earey of Paris invented a
camera that was capable of taking several pictures per second.
"Thomas A. Edison's desire to give eyes to his phonograph
is primarily responsible for the motion picture camera as we
know it today . ..."g
In 1887 and 1888 Edison recorded pictures on a revolving
cylinder and got a crude effect of motion. All of these
early machines were impractical for commercial purposes.
The successful development of motion pictures had to await
the production of a flexible film.
George Eastman in 1389 invented the flexible film which
made modern motion pictures possible. Edison was quick to
realize the possibilities of such a film and he sent his
fellow worker ^ickson to Rochester for a sample.
"That first order for film for the motion picture is still
in Scstman's files at Rochester. With it went a oostal money
order for $2.50 in payment for a strip one inch wide anc i
about fifty feet long. That test strip worked. "-^
The film had fitted Edison's demands and the motion
picture machine had come into being. Edison soon perfected
_
Terry Ramsaye, "A Million and one Night s ", Vol
.
, I
p. 46
2 atid3
Will H. Hays, "See and Hear," p.
9
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the kinetograph for faking pictures, and the kinetoscope for
showing them. He was not however interested in projecting
the pictures. One had to look through magnifying glasses in a
small opening to see the pictures. The first peep show was
opened at 1155 Broadway, h'ew YorkCity on April 14, 1394.
Projection was performed by C. Francis Jenkins and Thomas
Armat in America and Antoine Lumiere in France. The showmen
of New York soon began to demand a screen machine. The Edison
agents sent Rolf & Gammon of New York to investigate Armat '
s
invention. This invention was called the Vitascope. There is
some confusion as to the exact date when the first faint
flickering public show was projected on the screen. It
occurred in New York City in April 1396. Jenkins however had
shown his to small groups as early as 1893 in Washington D.C
The rapid development of the motion picture hss been one of
the marvels of the modern scientific and machine age. Forty
years ago the only device that could be called a motion picture
machine was the knetiscope, which presented the pictures in the
form of a peep show. It v;as only an amusing toy, but such a
toy as gave birth to one of the world's largest industries.
Hundreds of thousands of people are given employment today
directly or indirectly by the motion picture industry. Where-
ver civilization has gone even into the most remote corners of
the world the motion picture show has followed to offer it
amusement and instruction. It knows no race, creed, class or
cast distinctions. It is everywhere for the enjoyment of
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young and old alike.
The cold unfeeling eye of the motion picture camera looks
upon all scenes alike and records everything that comes
within its range exactly as it exists. Not a single imp or tart
political, national or international move is made without
scores of motion picture comeras being there to record the
event in order that in the next few days it may be seen by
millions throughout the world. Into strange lands with
strange peoples the motion picture camera goes, and brings
back to us the infalliable records of how peoples in all parts
of the world live. It brings us the scenes of unsurpassed
grandeur, glory, and beauty, that only the wealthy can afford
to see by traveling. Wherever the intrepid explorer may go
at great risk of life, whether it be into the scorching
desert, or into the sweltering, smothering, poisonous jungle,
or into the frozen polar regions, the motion picture camera
goes with him and brings back a record of his adventures, his
perils, and his hardships, Or the motion picture camera
may stay at home and record scenes that will thrfcill and stir
every emotion, temperament and mood that human beings are
endowed with. Hollywood, the notion picture city of the world
is the chief origin for such drama. The chosen talent of the
world is assembled in this spot to toil spasmodically and fever-
ishly that countless thousands may have enjoyment.
There must be good features^to our public motion pictures
when they represent such- a diversity and range of subjects.
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Th ey "broaden the range of perception and experiences of the
general public far "beyond that which it might gain in any
other way.
Out of this great diversity of scenes and right along with
broadened perceptions and experiences comes knowledge.
Much of this knowledge would be impossible in any other way.
Because o f this great diversity of subjects the motion
picture is bound to furnish at some time recreation that will
be enjoyed by the most exacting. It enables millions to escape
from the cares of the day and live for a short time in a new
world where new emotions are aroused and those of the humdrum
routine of daily life subside.
There must be bad features also of such diverse motion
pictures. It is not the purpose of the writer to weigh the
good or t he bad or to make an exhaustive study and enumeration
of each. A few of the most outstanding features of both
will be presented in order that the reader may see how and
why motion pictures in the schools grew out of public motion
pictures.
In the first place public motion pictures are not in any
way adapted to the needs of the audience. The groups are not
homogeneous. They include the very young, the youth, the middl
2
a 0ed, the old, the very old, the educated, the illiterate, the
genius, the moron, the poor , the rich, both sexes, the repre-
sentatives of a score of different nationalities and perhapsvB
several races. No motion picture can ever meet efficiently
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the needs of such a heterogeneous group. Yet that is what our
public motion pictures are offering daily. The needs of the
audience are not taken into consideration by the producers.
The gate receipts, the very life of the whole industry,
determine what the nature of the picture shall be, As a resul"
the picture may suffer. The mass of people have not education -
and training and experience enough to appreciate some of the
finer things of life, Consequently most of the pictures are
adapted and designed to arouse the more elementary and grosser
emotions, The result is that' the moral tone of the picture
suffers. It is known that the most immoral pictures have
drawn the greatest gate receipts. This is one of the strongest
factors tnat practically drove educators to breaking away fron
the public motion pictures and adapting pictures to educat-
ional use. They felt that something must be. done to raise
the moral and educational qualities of motion pictures.
Will H. Hays, Fresident of Motion Picture Producers and Distrit
utors of America, spoke ?;t the sixtieth annual meeting of the
National Education Association held at Boston, Ju ly 3-8,1922.
Hays spoke upon "Improvement .of Motion Pictures." This speecr
wes a confession that the moral standards of current motion
pictures were too low. Mr. Hays made promises of the improve-
ment of the moral and artistic values of pictures but he
pleaded for tiie cooperation of teachers in bringining this
about. He suggested that a Department of Visual Education be
formed to study the problems of the educational film with the
a
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pr oducer a •
The problems were many and. perplexing. In the first place
there was the dead inertia of the public, the officials and th<;
teachers who looked skeptically upon anything new. This had
to be removed. The public was greatly prejudiced and looked
somewhat with disgust and alarm upon the idea of introducing
motion pictures in the school. They knew only tohe motion pic-
tures in public theaters and they knew that the moral character
of these was generally low.
The early equipment Cor motion pictures was expensive and
cumbersome. Alfred H. Saunders, Manager, Educational Department
Colonial Motion Picture Corporation, speaking at the fifty-
second annual meeting of the National Education Association
held at S . Faul, Minnisota, July 4-11, 1914, said:
There are on the market at the present time four machines
for projection that have stood the test of time: namely,
Edison's Kinetograph manufactured by the Edison Company at
Orange, New </ersey; Enterprise Optical Company's Mateograph,
manufactured in Chicago; the Power's Cameragraph, manufactured
in New York City; and the Precision Machine Company's Simplex,
manufactured in New York City....
Other machines besides those mentioned are on the market
but they are not well known. The cost of the Edison machine
is $250, that of the Enterprise is §250, that of the Power's
Cemeragraph is $260, and that of the Precision's Simplex is
1100.^
Not only. were the prices of these early machines high
but a further expense for a proper fire proof booth had to be
added.
The machines first used did not have safety, slow burning
1
National Education Association of the United States
Addresses and Br oceedings
,
Vol., LII, p, 743
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filma. They used the standard 35-millimet er nitrate of cellu-
lose film. The fire hazard was considerable ss many machines
were operated under conditions not adequately equipped for fir<5
protection. The early members of the Department of Visual
Instruction of the National Education Association realized this
and used their influence to have conditions changed.
Objections were raised to the use of motion pictures in
the schools because the projecting machines were not efficient.
They were large and unwieldy. They did not meet the special
demands required for educational use, They could not te moved
about from classroom tc classroom for projection to small homo-
geneous groups. Therefore the motion picture could not be
closely tied up with the teaching plan and a definite part of
the teaching procedure.
There were practically no films suitable for educational
use. There was no demand for the production of educational
films
.
The commercial film producers did not understand the some-
what different problems of teaching- film production. They
were familiar with pedagogical problems. Films for teaching
purposes must be produced not under the present motive of
gate receipts but upon their merits as teaching devices.
The nature of the film best adapted for teaching was not
known. The producers of the commercial films had no idea,
and the teachers had to learn by experimentation, what types
of films were best for teaching.
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Eecause many of the teaching films were not closely
correlated with the subject matter taught, they came to be
looKed upon as a means of relaxation and entertainment, rather
than a teaching device. Many teachers also failed to recognize
that pictures were an integral part of the course of study.
By the methods that they used, they encouraged the show idea,
which is disaster oua to the best teaching results.
Teachers were also unfamiliar with the motion picture
machine and as a result were not at all desirous to undertake,
something which they did not thoroughly understqnd.
The discipline problem bothered some. As soon as the regula '
routine was broken the pupils became uneasy and disorderly.
Even the more retiring pupils when they found themselves in
a darkened room might become assert ive|and disorderly.
All of these difficulties had to be overcome before
motion pictures could become a truly working part of the
educational system. -Some of them even today have been only
partially overcome and different schools vary widely in the
extent to which they have surmounted and conquered these prob- 3 •
lems which have hampered motion pictures so greatly in assuming
their proper place in teaching. Not even all of these diffi-
culties could hold the motion pictures back. There was suffic-
ient interest in motion pictures in the schools in 1914 so that
Alfred H. Saunders, Manager of the Educational Department of
the Colonial Motion Fict^.re corporation, apoke at the National
Education Association meeting on the subject, "Motion Pictures

as an Aid to Education." Following that address a discussion
was .neld and David Snedoui, Commissioner of Education for
Massachusetts, madejthe following statement: "It is now clear,
beyond any question, that the motion picture is descined to be
an educational agency of first-rate importance."^ At this
early date the. leading educators were beginning to catch a
vision of t he possibilities f motion pictures in education.
By 1916 the Department of Science Instruction of the Nation-
al Education Association had created a Committee on Visual
Instruction. Edward W. Still, District Superintendent of
Schools, New York City, speaking on "The Importance of Visual
Instruction," at a meeting of this department said:
".... this gathering today is to emphasize the fact that
in the future the province of the teacher shall include the
realm of the eyes as well as that of the ear. Later the commit-*
tee intends to prepare a report which shall emphasize those
features in all chases of school work, from the kindergarten
to the conclusion of the high school, in which the various
ways which appeal to visa a lization shall accomplish more
effective results than by former methods.";.
This shows that educators were beginning to be aware thet
there were many possibilities for the motion picture, but
that a great deal of study would have to be made before the
new device could be used to the best advantage. Educators
were already arousing themselves to the tasks of investigation.
The sixtieth annual meeting of the National Education
_
National Education Association Addresses and Proceedings,
Vol. LI I, p. 744
2
National Education Association Addresses and Proceedings,
Vol.
,
LTV, p. 738
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Asaociation in B jston, July 3-3, 1922, showed that two out-
standing principles had developed in the motion picture
world. The moral standards of the popular motion pictures
hed become so low ohat parents and educators were objecting
to them. Even the producers had become aroused.
Producers by this time had also begun to realize that the
educational field offered a n orthwhile op ortunity for \he
expansion of the motion picture industry. Will H. Hays speak'
ing at the Boston meeting said: "The producers are inter-
ested in this educational work. They realize its importance
and the industry is eager to help."^
He also, in view of the demands being made for pedagogic
pictures, made the following suggestion:
"I propose that we joi.it ly study that demand and that we
jointly find ways and means of supplying it. Let a committee be
ap:ointed for rhis made up of the very best talent within your
ranks; let them meet with the great producers of the country
and find ways to use our facilities."
Such a committee was ap ointed by the National Education
Association and re:orted at the sixty-first meeting held at
Oakland-San Francisco, California, July 1-16, 1923- This
committee found that there was no organized program of visual
education. Many cities throughout the country were cautiously
experimenting, but there was no way for one system to kno
what another was doing. No school system raised an adequate
1
"Improvement of Kotion Pictures," National Education
Association Addresses and Proceedings, Vol., T.X, p. 255
2 Ibid p. 23d
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amount of money to be used for visual education. As a result
the majority of schools h'ad to depend largely or entirely upon
rented films, oroduced "by commercial organizations for advert is-*
ing purposes. -^'hey would be loaned only under the condition
that they were presented to large numbers. Because tney had
to be presented to large group's, much of their teaching value
was destroyed. This committee found a surprising lack of fire
protection legislation. The non-inflammable films found at
this time were few and unsatisfactory.
At this Oakland-San Francisco meeting of the National
Education Association the Department of Visual Education was
formed. The two keynotes presented at the meeting of that
department in 1924 were! there is a great need of carefully
studying the relation of visual aids to educational objectives;
there is need for the preparation of teachers in the use of
visual aids. The great burst of enthusiasm for visual education
was subsyding to a more scne and sound critical basis.
"Visual aids may not receive the uncritical acclaim which
was accorded them some years ago. Yfnat is more significant is
the fact that they are receiving that careful critical evalu-
ation as a result >f which really significant values will even-
tually receive due consideration in the educational budget and
program.
The period from 1925 to 1930 saw very. rapid and extensive
growth in visual education. The total expenditure for the
following fourteen cities; New Ybrk, Chicago. Philadelphia,
1
Laura Zirces, "The Relation of Visual Aids to Educational
Objectives," National Education Association Addresses and
Proceedings, Vol., TXII, p. 966
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Detroit, Pittsburgh, S 1'. Louis, Cleveland, Kansas City,
Buffalo, Atlanta, Newark, Oakland, Reading, and Berkely, for
the seven year oeriod from 1923 to 1930, was over three million
dollars. The type of motion oicture machines was greatly
Improved. The portable 16-millimeter machine had become the
standard type. Classroom and therefore Small group instruction
had become the common practice. The fire hazard was eliminated
by improved safety film and better projectors. Courses in vis-
ual instruction were given in seventy- one normal schools,
colleges, and universities throughout the country.
"In Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and Kansas City the teacher-
training institutions require all students to take courses
and to pass examinations in visual instruction before gradu-
ation . "
St. Louis, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and Los Angeles had become
outstanding in their work of visual instruction. Teaching
With pictures had become an accepted procedure in the modern
School .
Since 1930 there has been a decided movement to require
all oersons oreparing to teach to take a course in visual
sensory aids. The Department of Visual Instruction of the
National Educa tion Association made t is resolution, n ich
they favored, at their Los Angeles meeting in 1931. A report
was made at the Atlantic -City meeting in 193^ by Wilber Emmet
on a "Core Course of Visual-Sensory Aids Program." This
report further bore out the resolution concerning teacher
IT
Frederick Dean L'cCluskey, "Progress of Visual Instruct ion
in the United Spates From 1923 to 1930," National Education
Association Addresses and Proceedings
, 1930, Vol.,LXVIII p.91o
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traiftlog made by the department the previous year. Another
implication of the report was:
"....that visual instruction has oecome an integral part
of the school curriculum. Visual instruction teachers and
school administrators no longer need argue for a visual- sensory
aids program. It is an accepted reality.
In spite of these assertions much remains to he dons in
visual instruction. The s i. it he s not been universally caught
by all school systems throughout the country. The types of
visual aids and motion pictur ejf ilms have developed much more
rapidly than research to determine their value and thjs; best
techniques for their use. The problem of expense has not been
satisfactorily solved for all communities. Programing and
distributing fi .ins has not been worked out with complete satis-
faction a s yet. Films have not yet been adequately correl-
ated with the teaching program. What is absolutely certain is
thst the pendulum has swung a long ways bacn to teaching by
sense training.
Numerous experiments have been carried out to determine
the effectiveness of certain types of visual aids and to
compare the relative efficiency of differnet types. Since
1922 Weber, Freeman, ICcCluskey , Knowlt n, Tilton, Wood and
Rulon ha ve conducted extensive investigations.
Weber's investigations were on the comparative effectiveness
of some visual aids in seventh grade instruction. This is
one of the earliest investigations and has been superseded in
importance by more recent studies.
3.
National Education Association Addresses and proceedings,
Vol. ,LXX,p.79Q
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T'.e studies made by Freeman, McCluskey and others on the
comparative effectiveness of motion pictures and other methods
of instruction, revealed many interesting facts. These studies
were carried on "by the university of Chicago by means of
$10,000 furnished by the Commonwealth Fund. One of the most
consistent findings was that the effectiveness of the motion
picture as well as of slides was greatly improved by carefully
prepared oral comments. Motion pictures were found to be
efficient for teaching subject matter that involved motion
or an analysis of motion. Abstract knowledge that does not
involve motion is not in the field of motion pictures.
A study of the Chronicles of American Fhotoplays as an
aid to seventh grade history teaching was made by Knowlton and
Tilton.-, This study showed that motion pictures for history
teaching were beneficial in teaching relationships. They
were about equally effective in teaching person and place
knowledge, but time knowledge was best taught without the films.
Greater interest in history as measured by more extensive
outside reading was aroused in the groups taught with the films,
The studies made by Wood 2 were those carried on by the
Eastman Kodak Company in twelve cities. These films were
used in connection with the teaching of Geography and Science.
*
Frank N. Freeman, Edited by, Visual Education A
Comparative Study of Motion Pictures and Other Methods of
Instruction. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1924.
1
Knowlton, Daniel C. and Tilton, Warren J. , Motion
Pictures in History Teaching, Yale University Press 1929
2
Wood, Ben D. , Motion Pictures ' in the Classroom
,
Houghton Mifflin Company 1929
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This study showed slightly superior gains for the groups that
were taught with the films. This investigation has been
doubted somewhat because it was financed by a commercial
corporation. The study may- have been prejudiced and therefore
influenced in its findings.
Rulon-j_ at Harvard has :iade the most recent study of the
effectiveness of talking motion pictures for teaching. His
study was made with General Science subject matter in the ninth
grades from the Junior High Schools of three cities. This
study showed that the film group made a gain in knowledge of
20.5% -more than the control group. The retention after a
period of weeks was 38$ greater for the film group. The
effectiveness of motion pictures has been brought up to date
by the use of talking motion pictures. The problem now is
not whether motion pictures are effective but rather whether
they are being presented efficiently.
_
Rulon, Phillip J., The Teaching Effectiveness of the
Sound Motion Picture in General Science. Education, February
1933 p. 336

A Study of the Motion Picture Program in a
Junior High School
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CHAPTSR III
A STUDY OF THE MOTION PICTURE PROGRAM IN A JUL: ICR
HIGH SCHOOL
Any motion picture program must arise from a suitable
library of films. This study reports the service that the
Quincy Point Junior H~gh School received from such a central
library. This particular school was not selested because it
waa outstanding in the use of motion pictures for teaching.
In fact, it is Highly probable that it is one of the least
efficient in the use of motion pictures of all the schools
in the system.
The Quincy Point Junior High School, Quincy
,
Massachusetts,
is served in its visual education work from a single library
located in a school building in another part of the city, This
library is not "by any means centrally located in respect to the
schools which it serves. Its present location is entirely by
chance and not as a result of a preconceived plan. It grew
up there as a result of the interest and enthusiasm manifested
by Abraham Krasker, who originally was employed as a General
Science Instructor.
From rather humble beginnings this library of films has
grown constantly in size until now it comprises one hundred
forty four films. These films are all of the 16-millimeter
type. One hundred thirty seven are full reel films, one a
three fourths reel film and six, half reel films.
Nearly a hundred of the films were purchased from the
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Eastman Teaching Films Inc. The remaining were obtained from
the following companies: Fox Film Co.; Herman Ross Enterprises
Inc.; Bureau of Mines; United Fruit Co.; Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co.; University Film Foundation; Roosevelt Memorial
Association; Thayer McNeil Co.; Rumford Baking Powder Co.;
Shoe Manufacturer s and Producers Association Inc.
None of these films were produced earlier than 1922. The
first Eastman Teaching Films were produced in 1928. These
films cover a w ide range of subjects. £hey can not bp tabulated
absolutely under fixed headings because many may be used for
teaching sevaral schooj. subjects. The following tabulation
however shows that certain school subjects are not served at
all by motion pictures and that other subjects are richly
supplemented.
Geography 54 Nature Study 20
Civics 9 English 8
Science 24 History 9
Cooking 2 Phys. Tra. 5
Commercial Art
, 4
Arith 2 Unclassified
This is a somewhat natural condition to expect because not
all school subject matter lends itself equally well to presen-
tation in the visual way through the medium of motion pictures.
Some fields of education have not been as well filmed by the
producers. It is undoubtedly true that some of these fields
will offer rich opportunities for development of a new tech-
nique. The 1931 film catalogue issued by the Eastman Teaching
*'ilms Inc., which listed all films released up to May 1, 1931,
had its films distributed in the following way according to
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school subjects.
Applied Art 1 English 1
Geography 69 Health 20
Nature Study 17 Science 42
Thus it can be seen that the Quincy library of films is
more evetfnly distributed among the school subjects than are
the products of a single film producing company. These films
heve been carefully selected by Abraham Krasker, Visual
Education Director of the Schools of Quincy. They have been
selected as the best films to^fit into the classroom instruc-
tion as carried on in these schools. The Visual Education
Director solicits and uses suggestions for new films from the
teachers of the city to guide him in ordering films. In this
way the library is sure to be made up of films which are
closely correlated with the courses of instruction.
Programing films is one of the biggest problems of visual
instruction. Each school building in the city has a Visual
Education Director. The Visual Education Director in the
building where this study has been made is the writer. No
extra time has been given him for the performance of his
duties. Any time and attention that may be given to visual
education must be done along with the teaching work, during
periods free from teaching, or before and after school hours.
The Visual Education Director of the building has all the
responsibility for securing orders for films from his build-
ing. The orders for the building in which this study was
made were, for the most part, taken early in the fall. All
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teachers were given mimeographed lists of the films. They were
asked, with the aid of their subject outlines, to order all
films that they could use for the entire year. Each teacher
indicated the date that she wished to use each film. Then all
orders were collected and tabulated on a single sheet. The
following is the result of that tabulation.
Teachers ordering and desired dates
//
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The above tabulation waa then given to the Visual
instruction Director of the city. He scheduled the films
as nearly as possible for the dates ordered. The tabulated
sheet with the final scheduled dates indicated at one side
was returned to the building. Each teacher was then informed
of the schedule so that she could plan for the films. Films
were delivered on Monday a and collected on Fridays by the
Visual Instructor Director of the city. Before each delivery
could be used it had to be programed for the week. This
proved to be a rather trying task. The Director of Visual
Instruction for the building had no free periods on Tuesday
or Wednesday. The moving picture projector was shared with
an adjoining gramr.ar school. That meant th-t the programs
for the two buildings had to be compared and thus prepared
so that no conflicts occured. The periods were not the same
in the two buildings and that meant one more added difficulty.
The projector was operated by a pupil in each class where
the film was shown. These pupils all belonged to the Projector
Club and so were trained in the operation of the machine. This
club had one representative from each division so every class 1
was sure of having a trained operator. This pupil was respon
sible for procuring the necessary equipment from the office,
operating the projector, and returning the equipment to the
office at the close of the period if it were not being used
the next period in that same room.
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DIAGRAM OF THE ORGANIZATION OF VISUAL EDUCATION IN THE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF QUINCY
MASSACHUSETTS
Visual Instruction
Director
of
the city
Elementary
Schools
Senior High
Schools
Visual Instruction Directors
one from each Junior High School
Projector Club
one pupil from
each division
4
Projector Club
one pupil from
each division
Subject
Tea cher s
Projector Club
one pupil from
each division
Subject
Teachers
Projector Club
one pupil from
each division
'eachers
Subject
Teachers

Factors that Determine the Efficiency of the Moti
Picture Program and how the Program May be Rated
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CKAPTSR IV
FACTORS THAT DETERMINE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE MOTION
PICTURE PROGRAM AND HO",r THE PROGRAM MAY BE RATED
A motion picture program can in no way justify its
existence if it is not efficiently administered. If it does
not become a regular integrated part of the v/hole teaching
and learning process in a school system, It might well be
branded with those harsh and critical terms "frills and fads."
There are a few outstanding guiding principles .vhich
determine the efficiency of any motion picture program. These
principles may be listed as follows:
1. A properly constructed library.
2. The material in a film library should be properly
distributed among the courses.
3« The films must be kept up to date.
4. Worn out films should be discarded.
5. A film should be used whenever it fits the occasion.
These larger principles must be provided for first. After
these are established the many minor problems may then be
solved
.
In the first place any motion picture program must arise
from a properly constructed library. Such a library should
have films enough to cover in an adequate way any entire
course which is adapted to presentation by motion pictures.
Here lies a problem that has not yet been solved. No intensive
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study has been made and applied in moat cases, to determine
just how much of the teaching should be done by films in any
given course. It has not yet been determined which subjects
should be presented in a visual way, and which should not.
These are problems that will] have to be worked out more or
less locally because courses of study differ according to
school systems. Probably all courses lag behind somewhat today
in having an adequate number of films to cover them properly.
The producers have not yet produced a sufficiently varied
amount to cover any one course to say nothing about the differ-
Si
ent courses found in different school systems. This is a
situation that can be corrected when there is a sufficient
demand by school officials to warrant the production. In
many cases also the producers are . .waiting for the schools
to dictate the method and manner of filming, which may be
vastly different from that o£| commercial films.
This material for any efficient program should be carefully
distributed among the various courses. They cannot be distrib-
uted evenly among all school courses in the curriculum because
some courses lend themselves much better to presentation by
motion pictures than do others. There is little if any oppor-
tunity for the use of motion pictures in teaching mathematics,
ss it is now taught. The social studies and sciences however,
offer many opportunities for the use of motion clotures. Even
in the social studies there are found numerous gaps where the
subject matter is not such that it will lend itself to presen-
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t at ion by motion pictures. The producers have not always
in the past realized this. Subject matter that does not show
movement ought not to be presented by motion pictures.
The films in any library of course should be kept up to
date. The teachin&film industry is so young that in its rapid
growth many films have become inferior. They are not entirely
useless, however,. and so can be profitably used until worn out.
The library should not become overstocked with these films
which have "become obsolete.
Films also become worn out and defective from constant use.
Any film library should not allow its films to remain and
outlive their usefulness. Serious damage may be done to
pupils" eyes if they are permitted to watch films which have
become unsteady and streaked from use.
A motion picture library made up of proper materials must
also be readily available to be effectively used. Herein
lies one of the greatest problems of visual education. Visual
materials are not expensive if they can be made to serve a
whole school system. If they serve only one school their cost
is prohibitive. If they serve a few schools and lay idle the
greater part of the time the lack of use does not warrant the
expense involved. To be efficient a film should be used during
the year by many teachers in the school system who can make
it a part of the teaching program. But even that is not
enough. Each teacher should have the film at the t ime that
it is needed for teaching the desired lesson.
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Various schemes of distribution have been devised and used,
but most of them have serious weaknesses which greatly hamper
the effectiveness of the program. Films may be scheduled
for a whole year on a route that will take in every school of
the system that could use them. Each school would have the
film for a period of time of a week or more. This scheme
works admirably for some things. It works well for studies
that ire not closely connected with any course. Citizenship
teaching is carried on with splendid results this way in
Berkely California. It does not work out so well with films
which are used for teaching subject matter included in a
course of study. A course of study is more br less method-
ically and logically laid out. It is carefully graded and
cannot be broken up into satisfactory small units which are
completely independent of each other. T::us the course of
study cannot be made to fit the film schedule. The film
schedule should be made to fit the course of study.
Another method of distribution requires -chat all films
be oraered in the fall for th school year. For the most
part that sytem has been used in thla study, and its string
points and points of weakness will am pointed out later.
Teachers may order films a week in advance. This method
insures proper coordina tion and correlation of films with
the course of study. It has one disadvantage. Not all films
can be scheduled when ordered if more than One teacher has
oroered for the sams week. The chances are tiiat the teecher
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has prepared his class for the film and is looking forward
to its use. When the delivery comes the next week the film
does not come and he is disap .ointed anl likely, as not disgus-
ted. Such dashed hopes do not foster extensive use of motion
pictures, but in a large sense kill all enthusiasm and make
motion pictures as a teaching aid a dead issue. The film may
be scheduled for some week later. When it a rrives the psyche-
logical moment for its presentation has passed and much of its
teaching value is lost.
This system also requires a day for collection of films and
a day for delivery thus leavir.._ only three days for the actual
use of the film. The possibile. efficiency of the film is cut
nearly in half.
Another plan has been suggested by Abraham Krasker which
seems to offer gre t possibilities. According to this olan
the Visual Instruction director of each building would person-
ally return and procure every d&y any films from t ;e central
library wanted in his building. This scheme would make the
films much more available. A d&lav of more than three days
from the day the film was wanted would be highly improbable,
and a delay, if any, of only one or two days would be much
more likely. I^ost teaching schedules can be made sufficiently
elastic to be adpted to such a brief delay. Thus the coordi-
nation of the film and course of study would be assured.
The film would be available for use five days in the week
and its inefficiency because of faulty methods of distribution
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would "be zero. The distribution problem would be solved with
practically one hundred percent efficiency. Granted then that
J
the library is composed of proper films, the efficiency of
the motion picture program is placed squarely up to the teacher: .
Sometime during the /ear practically every teacher in the
building should use motion pictures. The ext ensiveness of
use of motion pictures should not be left entirely to the
temp eramental whim of the individual teacher. The Visual
Instruction Director of the building with the aid of the
teachers should determine what films each teacher might use
and in eve y way possible stimulate and urge their use.
Teachers who have had no experience in the use of motion
pictures are sometimes reluctant in using them. Such a
teacher needs to be given every assistance by the Visual
Instruction Director for the first few times the machine is
used. That is all that is usually required to convince the
reluctant teacher that the motion picture is a valuable aid.
In fact o :e may find that certain teachers are using motion
pictures unwisely,. They may be showing motion pictures too
frequently when they are not closely correlated with the
subject matter.
The use of motion pictures should be a regular procedure
\ in the teaching practi c e. when the time arrives for the
presentation of a film it should be sr.own as certainly, with
as much preparation, and with as little ceremony as a test
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is given. It is p;rt end parcel of the teaching end learning
process and not a spectacular and flowery procedure engaged
in chiefly for entertainment or amusement. It is not a sugar
coated learning but serious business. Teachers are ra ther
apt to be visited spasmodically and at irregular intervals
with the enthusiasm for motion picture; use. If not frequently
reminded some teachers are all too prone to lapse into long
periods of lethargy, at which times they drift serenly along
the unruffled and placid time worn channels of method. During
these periods of partial coma valuable teaching-aid films
are lying idle. I
It seems then that the efficiency of a motion picture
program depends largely upon the extent that the following
five factors are made to function: (1) condition of films;
(2) availability: (3) universality of use; (4) regularity of
use; (5) service.
The efficiency of the motion picture program of a school
system may be rated by rating these factors.
By "condition of films" we mean the amount of use the
films have had, The perforat ions^vill become worn after much
use so that the picture ss thrown upon the screen will be
unsteady. A film should be discarded when it has reached this
stage. If it is not it becomes a dangerous menace to the
pupils" eyes as result of its jerkey motion. This deficiency
of the program can be corrected if the films are periodically
inspected. This inspection will not only insure the discard
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of worn films but will make certain that no broken films
leave the library. It also insures that the films are wound
properly for immediate presentation.
The term "availability" needs no explanation.
By "universality of use" we mean the extent to which all
teachers use the materials that are available for them.
"Regularity of use" indicates the extent to which each
teacher uses the material that is suitable for her work.
The factor " service" indicates the extent to which all
possible pupils see the available materials.
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SCALE FOR RATING- THE ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY OF A
MOTION FICTURE PROGRAM
Very Poor Foor Good Very Good
Condition of Films
Expressed as the percentage
of satisfactory films in the 0-74 75-84 85-94 95-100
entire library.
Availability
Expressed as the percentage
of films delivered when
ordered
Universality of Use
Expressed as the percentage
of teachers in the building
that are making some use of s
suitable available films
Regularity of use
Expressed as the percentage
of oo:: sible films available
on time that are used.
Suitable films not ordered
are considered available.
0-49 50-69 70-89 90-100
0-74 75-34 35-94 95-100
0-49 50-69 70-89 90-100
Service
Expressed as the percentage
of possible pupils that see 0-74 75-84 85-94 95-100
the films shown
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The rating of the building in which tfts study was made was
as follows:
Condition of Films Very Good ( IOC,. )
Availability Very Poor (33 1/3/,)
Univers; Lity of Use Very Poor ( 36 • /
^e^ular ity of Use Poor *(5($)
Service Good (85.51)
It can Dlainly be seen from this rating that the first
great difficulty comes in distribution of the films. The
rating in this particular building perhaps ean be explained
by the oraers arriving somewhrt later than from other build-
ings. As a result dates had to be a ssigned to films that
were considerably different from tr.ose on the order. This is
a weakness of the system but one should guard against judging
the availability of films for all buildings by the results
in this oarticualr ca se.
The low rating for "Universality of Use" and "Regularity
of Use" probably have many causes. Only one of the teachers
in the building has ever had a definite course in the use of
visual aids, therefore very few mow how to use motion pictures
and so do not realize their value. Another factor in the low
rating is incompetence of the Visual Instruction Director of
the building, due to lack of experience and training, and the
necessary time to devote to the work. Still another factor-
is the lack of adequate equipment. One machine had to be
used by two schools. It was imoossible to schedule all
~
*Estimated
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available materials "because of conflicts in the programs of
the two schools. Perhaps the moat disrupting factor of all
to the whole motion picture program was the changing of
History, Geography, and Civics outlines of study shortly
after the orders for films were given. This is not a factor
that would ordinarily have to be dealt with, but it does
bring out the weakness that the motion picture program is not
as adaptable as it should be. This situation was largely
corrected later by ordering weekly but those results do not
show in this study.
1i
orae Common Methods of Presenting Motion Fictures
i
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CHAPTER V
SOME COMMON METHODS OF PRESENTING- MOTION PICTURES
There is no stereotyped method for presenting motion pictures
which can always be followed without deviation and which will
lead surely to the desired ends. Films differ, the subject
matter differs, classes differ, teachers differ, rooms in which
films are shown differ, and the mechanical equipment differs in
different schools. Methods must vary to meet these varying
conditions.
"Experimental studies as far as they have been recorded are
valuable for data for further experimentation, but of little
use for conclusions. The day of conclusions and generalizations
in motion oicture pedagogy has not yet arrived, t ough some
oublished studies have hard work to keep from forcing conclus-
ions.
All exoeriement s to date are too brief, too limited in
environment and personnel to formulate laws of orocedure. 11 ]_
This was written in 1926 but it is still largely true be-
cause not many noteworthy exoeriments have been tried for
method since then.
Should a film be used before or after a topic? This is a
question that experimentation has not answered and probably
never will because its answer deoends mostly uoon the type of
film. If it is of the emotional or inspirational type it might
well be used before study of the topic began. If it is factual
and packed with information it proably should be presented
after some preoaration and consideration of the topic by the
oupils. If it is of a technical nature it most certainly should
Hollis, A. P., Motion Pictures for Instruction p. 85
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be preceded by at least an explanation of the new terms appear-
ing in the picture.
Should a film be stODoed on a certain picture and elaborat-
ed upon? It would seem psychologically incorrect espically
at the first showing to make many stops. It breaks the con-
tinuity and thus prevents many of the associations that are
bound to be made if the showing of the film is continuous.
Should the teacher explain the picture while it is being
shown? Again it would seem to be a psychologically incorrect
procedure. There is always the possibility that the mannerisms
or appearance of the teacher would cause the pupils' attention
to be centered upon her rather than the picture unon the screen.
The sudden sound of her voice has a tendency to distract by
the change in the situation that it involves.
Frequent comments and explanations during the presentation
of the film may take various forms. The teacher may make com-
ments while the machine is running, or she may stop the machine
on a "still", or she may turn off the picture entirely and
switch on the lights for the comments. The same variety of
procedure s offer themselves in respect to explanations.
Some teachers may not wish to break the continuity of the
picture and so the film is presented after careful preparation
but the showing is made continuous without interruption or
without comment or explanation. The preparation may be in
several forms. It may consist of only a few leading remarks
or a brief discussion preceding the film. The pupils may be
(
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taught for a week or two preceding the use of the film, infor-
mation that is basic for a comDlete inderstandlng of the film.
Or the teacher may preview the film and precede the classroom
presentation with a discussion and very definite instructions
as to what to look for in the picture.
Another important factor that should influence the method
to be employed is the nature and puroose of the film. If the
purpose of the film is to introduce a subject it may not need
any preoaration or exolanation. On the other hand if the film
is used as part of the teaching process it undoubtedly would
require more preparation and explanation.
The film may be used as a review. In this case nrobably it
will serve to stimulate recall for a discussion following the
presentation.
Films may be used in the classroom without orenaration and
without comments. The teacher in this case simoly takes a
period off from teaching and incidentally whether she knows
it or not, the pupils also take a period off from learning.
This method may be employed by two types of teachers: those
who are unaquainted with motion Picture techniques of teaching;
and those who prefer to follow the path of least resistance.
It is found quite commonly among those who have not had any
training in visual instruction techniques and is therefore
a reason why every teacher should be trained in the use of vis-
ual-auditory sense techniques.
How many times should the Dicture be shown? Certainly the
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type of film would make a erreat deal of difference. If it is
a film that was made fdr the purpose of teaching only a few
| facts, and teaching these by the presentation of several emot-
ional situations, it probably need not be shown more than once.
If it is a film that is meant for inspiration and arousing the
emotions, probably more than one showing would be valueless
if not harmful.
There are certain films which must be shown more than once
if they are going to be of maximum value. This is true of
fact films. A film that consists of a series of facts nresents
them too raoidly for the necessary deductions and conclusions
to be arrived at. All of the facts cannot be grasped in so
brief a time. Stiich a film requires adequate preparation before
it is pressnted. After the first presentation a discussion
will serve to assist the pupils in making the proper associat-
ions, and reaching the right conclusions. It will direct their
attention to the less evident scenes and any others that they
may have missed. A second presentation will then have a our-
pose and so be motivated for best learning. Some factual films
may even require three presentations.
A film may be presented in an assembly hall to a large mixed
group without preoaration and without comments. Such a present-
ation is about the least efficient. The attitude and atmosphere
) of the group is almost sure to be wrong. It means a break in
the regular routine which disturbs the serious intent of the
school to some extent, by emotionally unbalancing the pupils.
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The presentation of the film without preparation and without
comments is hound, whether the teacher intends for it to or
not, to give the pupils the idea that it is for entertainment
and amusement. Serious attention will not be given and as a
result very little if any lasting good will be derived from
the film. A film for emotional or inspirational purpose is
the only type of film that may be used without preparation.
It is doubtful if even this type of film would appeal to all
in a mixed group. This method has largely disappeared from
the schools since the 16-millimeter width machines have been
perfected. The large mixed group method was the only one
available in the early days of the motion picture. The 35-
millimeter machine was large and cumbersome. Such a device
could not be moved about from classroom to classroom.
--any of the early films were available for school use were
commercial films. They would be loaned to the school only on
the condition that large numbers saw them. Consequently motior
pictures had this very poor beginning in many schools, life hav*
passed beyond this stage now and discarded 35-millimeter
machines are to be found gathering dust in many of the more
elaborately equipped schools. The dust may be brushed aside
even now occasionally for public presentations and other
special occasions, but the motion picture fr^ra the 35-milli-
meter film has ceased to be a part of the regular school use.
The small, inexpensive, portable, 16-millimeter machine
has made motion pictures available in everv classroom. It
«1
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has lifted the motion picture out of the extracurricular,
amusement field and Placed it firmly, sauarelv, and seriously
within the routine of the curriculum. It has become part of
the classroom teaching practice. It 5 s a device for making ex-
periences more concrete, and using the visual sense as well as
the auditory sense for learning. It is not an all inclusive
way of teaching, intended to monopolize all other teaching tech
niques. The motion nicture is the best device for teaching
certain tynes of knowledge, and should be used onlv within
these limits.
The situations are so varying that no organized, stereotyped
schedule of methods can be set un to be followed minutely with-
out deviation. Each teacher with a little guidance and much
experience probably can work out the best methods to fit her
own situation.
<
Two Studies Made of the Effectiveness of Discussion
and Intermittent Projection in the Presentation of Science
Films
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chaptsr vi
two studies made of the effectiveness of discussion
and intermittent projection in the presentation of science
films
This study in methods for presenting films used in teach-
ing general science was made principally to determine first,
what part discussion played in teaching when films were used,
and second the effect of more than one presentation of the
same film, and third, how and when discussion would be carried
on. Two studies, somewhat differently conceived and carried
on, were made. The first study was made with pupils comprisin
five different divisions of general science. Three of these
divisions were from the Commercial Curriculum and one from
the Industrial Arts Curriculum.
Three films were selected, the subject matter of which
was entirely new to the pupils. The nature of t hese three
films differed considerably. They might be classified roughly
under the following types:
1. emotional and inspirational
2. factual
An enumeration of the factual content of each film would
not, seem to show that one was more factual than the other.
The following is the result of a count of facts oresented
in each film:
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Film
Di ;hther ia
Number of Facta
14
Glaciers 19
Earthquakes 14
The facts as prenfeed in the film "Diphtheria" were presen-
tedin an emotional way. The pupils already had sufficient
background to understand the subject matter. Therefore this
film should be classified as an emotional and inspirational
The facts that were presented in the films "Earthquakes
"
and "Glaciers" could not be tied up with the pupils' pre-
vious experiences. The material was not presented in an emo-
tional way and had to be learned as isolated knowledge. These
films would be classified as factual types.
The first film presented was "Di htneria" ; the second
"Glaciers and Glacial Topography"; and the thir d"Earthquakes .
"
The methods can be separated into three types as admin-
istered to the three following groups:
Group A
The films were presented with intermittent projection
On two consecutive days, Frequent pauses were msde to
call attention to certain facts. Some of these .auses
were only long enough to point out some of the less
obvious features while the machine was stopped on a
"still". Other interruptions were for several minutes
while the lights were turned on and the explanations
were m&de. -&ach projection we.s followed by a discussion
of the entire film.
Group B
The films were presented with continuous projection
on two consecutive days. No pauses were made for dis-
cussion on explanation. The entire film was presented,
aft3r a very brief introduction, without comment or '
film.
Boston University-
School of Education
Library
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int erruption . Each projection was followed by a discus-
sion of the entire film.
Gr oup C
The films were presented with continuous projection
on two consecutive days. :;o discussion followed either
projection. All that the pupils learned was obtained
from the films.
These three types of methods were used for all three of
the films with only minor variations.
Group "A" was made up of 91 pupils comprising three
divisions. Two divisions, or 67 pupils, were taking the
Commercial Curriculum. One division, or 24 pupils, were tak-
ing the Industrial Arts Curriculum.
Group "B" was made up of 35 pupils comprising one division
in the Commercial Curriculum.
Group "C" was made up of 38 pupils comprising one division
in the Commercial Curriculum.
No two of these three groups of pupils had I. Q. averages
near enough alike to warrant comparison of the groups as a
whole. Eighteen pupils were selected from group "B" and
paired with pupils of the same I. Q,. from group "A". This
comparison should show results obtained from the methods
used.
Eighteen pupils were also selected from group "C" and
paired with pupils of the same or nearly the same I.
from group "A". This comparison should show the effect of
" continuous undiscussed" projection as compared with "inter-
mittent discussed" projection.
(
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Teata of the multiple choice type were given before the
filma were preaented to find out how much the pupils might
already know about the subject matter of the filma. The aame
testa were given again after the preaentation of the filma.
The results of tests(l) were subtracted from Tssts (II) to
give the gain in knowledge acquired. The following tables
show the resulta:
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TA3LE 1
Table Showing G-ain in Knowledge when "Intermittent Discussed"
and " Continuous Discussed" Projections Vere Used.
Film on Film on
Diphtheria Glaciers
Pupils from Group B
capitalized
CR0SSL2Y, S.
Sanborn, M.
ORTS, E.
McLarnon, M.
PATTERSON, M.
Gerich, C.
PSTTAPAS, C.
Pugliesl, J.
PILALAS, J.
3urke ,J
.
PINZARI ,M.
Karelia, G.
I . Q,. I
101
102
104
110
94
93
88
POLACKE, J.
Montuori, E. 100
POMPEO, E.
Landry, M. 95
QUINH, H.
Frazier, M« 97
5TUNKEL, I.
Galante, A. 96
SGAVO, S.
Haefner, H. 90
SWEENEY, J.
Littlewood, G. 96
THOMSON, II.
Kurtzman, M. 99
104
111
93
93
88
100
94
97
96
91
96
99
8 5 3
7 4 3
9 4 5
8 6 2
8 6 2
8 7 1
6 3 3
7 7 0
5 2 3
8 6 2
7 5 2
7 5 2
10 6 4
7 3 4
7 3 4
10 6 4
7 3 4
9 5 4
9 4 5
7 4 3
7 3 4
4 5-1
9 8 1
8 3 5
10 5 5
10 8 2
f (! tj
7 8-1
9 4 5
6 5 1
9 4 5
8 5 3
8 4 4
7 5 2
5 4 1
8
10
5 3
5 5
5 4 1
5 4 1
8 5 3
4 2 2
2 2 0
9 5 4
5 7-2
6 4 2
7 7 0
7 3 4
9
6
3 6
5 1
9 4 5
9 7 2
7 3 4
7 5 2
Film on
Earthquakes
\ * *
ft *
'<
\? # <3
7 2 5
9 2 7
7 5 2
8 5 3
3 3 5
9 3 6
5 2 3
6 2 4
3 4 4
8 17
6 15
6 3 3
10 4 6
6 15
3 12
8 5 3
9
6
1 8
2 4
5 4 1
5 2 3
6 3 3
4 13
7 16
7 4 3
8 0 8
6 4 2
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TA3LS 1
( Continued )
Film on Film on Film on
Pupils from 3-roup 3 Diphtheria Glaciers Earthquakes
O ci 1 X U cl JL X /j t? U. T T 0
1 •5 *
j- r
in - -
r
At
VSNO, F. 101 8 2 6 7 4 3 8 4 4
QQ77 9 6 3 6 4 2 7 4 3
,VEINER,S. 93 c,J E, od. J 7 2 5
orioia , i
•
Q O 10 5 5 12 6 6 10 4 6
WHITE, M. 91 9 5 4 7 2 5 10 1 9
Avery, P. 91 5 6 -1 9 4 5 6 6 0
fflGHf, M. 99 7 6 1 9 4 5 5 2 3
Ricci, A. 99 7 4 3 7 3 4 7 2 5
TH0R3UHH,N. 79 10 4 6 10 9 1 7 3 4
iiitchell, ff. 81 5 5 0 7 4 3 6 3 3
Average 1
.
0, . for "3" 98.5 Total Total
gain for"3" gain for
67 42
H-O II
Total
gain for
83
Average I.Q. for "A" 98.5 Total gain Total gain Total gain
for "A" *— " A " *
—
41
for
58
>r "A"
70
I
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TA3LE 2
Table Showing Gain in Knowledge when "intermittent Discussed"
and " Continuous Undiscussed" Projections Were Used,
Film on Film on Film on
Diphtheria Glaciers Earthquakes
Pupils from Group C Li4-
N
4-
•*
is a >-
"a
H
\«
£-
capitalized I • Q, • <r< 4 r V- V-
«
ALEXANDER, M. 106 7 4 3 3 2 5 1 4
Duggan , C
.
106 9 6 3 10 8 2 10 5 5
ANGELINI, A. 80 5 5 0 5 2 3 2 1 1
Paolucci, A. 8 0 5 6 - 1 9 4 5 8 2 6
ARSENAULT, E. 113 6 2 4 9 6 3 9 2 7
Franchuk, M. 115 9 5 4 8 3 5 10 2 8
3ARNA3Y, A. 108 7 7 0 11 5 6 10 4 6
Hayward, M. 108 9 5 4 11 6 5 10 4 6
30URAGE, R. 91 8 4 4 9 6 3 8 1 7
Solimini, G. 91 8 6 2 9 4 5 8 4 4
3RANDES , H
.
103 7 5 2 7 4 3 10 3 7
Freel, 3. 101 71 3 4 10 7i 3 10 3 7
3RAND0LINI, M. 91 6 4 2 6 4 2 7 3 4
Font ana, L. 91 oy Qo J. po O d. o QO
CHERUBINI , A. 1 Oh. 8 4 4 5 7 -2 7 6 1
Giachettl, I. 104 8 3 5 6 6 0 8 0 8
CHISHOLM, J. 104 9 5 4 8 8 0 9 3 6
George, M. 104 8 3 5 6 6 0 10 3 7
CIRILLQ, I. 84 6 6 0 7 1 6 6 3 3
Petrelli, J. 85 3 2 1 4 5 -1 6 1 5
CUTHBERTSON, A. 102 7 5 2 8 4 4 8 1 7
Pells, R. 101 8 5 3 6 7 -1 7 3 4
DANDRIA , L. 85 5 5 0 7 5 2 8 2 6
NaDOli, A. 8 6 6 3 2 8 2 6 I 0 1
DELIA 3AR3A S. 94 - 5 4 1 6 4 2 9 2 7
Leahy, M« 93 8 6 2 7 4 3 9 5 4
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Pupils from Group G
capitalized I.Q. I.Q,
DEL VEGGHIO, J. 112
Kain, D. Ill
DONAHER , D. 100
Jensen, A. 100
DRAVIS, A. 96
Hajjar, N • 97
FISHER, J. 106
McDermott, K. 107
KURLANSKY, L, 123
i^cGluskey, J. 121
TA3LE 2
( Continued)
Film on Film on Film on
Diphtheria G-laciers Earthquakes
9
8
7 6
7 6
4
3
1
1
8 4 4
9 3 6
8 5 3
7 4 3
9 7 2
9 7 2
H
8
8
4
9
6
5
4
2
3
9
9
9 2 7
6 3 3
6 -2
3 6
3
4
6
5
6 3 3 7 5 2
5 2 3 9 4 5
8 3 5
3 4-1
8 4 4
4 5-1
10 8 2 10 3 7
11 7 4 8 6 2
Average I.Q. for "G" 100 Total gain Total gain Total gain
for "C* for "C for "C*
41 46 87
Average I.Q. for "A" 100 Total gain Total gain Total gain
for "A* for "A" for "A*
50 53 83
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The above results at first seem confusing and not signifi-
cant, but if one will examine them carefully some of the
seemingly contradictory material can be explained. Continuous
projection followed by discussion gave a greater gain than
intermittent projection followed by discussion in the use
of the two films "Diphtheria 11 and "Earthquakes". Intermittent
projection followed by discussion gave the greatest gain
when the film "Glaciers and Glacial Topography" was used. The
reasons for this variation can probably be explained by the
nature of the film. Many of the serenes in the film wre not
clear and evident. For example, apupil might experience a
great deal of difficulty in picking out a lateral moraine in
a scene where there was much snow, ice, and debris besides
that in the moraine. As a result he looses interest and
does .not get what he should from the picture. A moments pause
to coint out the less evident factors clears the situation
and completes the learning process.
When groups "A" and "C" are compared, the greatest gain
with one exception can be seen to come in the groups having
intermittent projection with discussion. The gain of four
for the group seeing the film on "Earthquakes" projected
continuously without discussion probably is not large enough
to be really significant. The subject matter in the film
"Earthquakes" is so clearly presented by the film that inter-
ruptions tend to confuse rather than add to the clarity of the
material, even discussion does not seem to help greatly.
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The same fiM e divisions of pupils were used for the basis
of the second study. This time however five different methods
of resentation were used, as follows:
Group "A M
The films were presented by means of one continuous
projection without any discussion.
Group "B"
The films were presented by means of one continuous
projection followed by discussion.
Group "C"
The films were presented by means of one intermittent
projection followed by discussion.
Group "D"
The films were presented by means of one intermittent
projection v/ithout discussion.
Group "E"
The films were presented by means of one continuous
projection followed by discussion and a second projection
on the following day with the leading features pointed
out during the continuous projection.
The two films in this case were selected from fields with
which the pupils were unacquainted. Both of these films were
of the factual type. The film "Digestion" was somewhat more
complex. It presented twenty facts while the film "Blood"
presented only fourteen facts. The film "Digestion" was
considerably more difficult because it used a large number
of words which were newt o the pupils. It was adapted to
use in advanced classes.
Tests of the multiple choice type were devised and given
in the same manner as in the previous study.
Fifteen pupils from one group were paired with fifteen
from another group which had an I . Q. and chronological age
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the same or nearly the same. The following tables shew the
comparisons made and the results.
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TA3LE 3
Table Showing ^ain in Knowledge ffith the Use of one "Continuous
Undiscussed" and one "Continuous Discussed" Projection of the
Film "Blood".
Croup A
Beaton. G.
I.Q
96
H
r>
2
o
6 4 Frazier, M.
Croup 3
I.Q
97
\
r
6
m
r~
6
4
0
Barnaby , A. 103 1 3 2 Hayward, M. 108 3 10 7
Gravis . A
.
96 3 0 Galante, A. 96 6 3 -3
Bourdafe. R. 91 2 8 6 Fontana , L. 91 4 5 1
irandes . H« 103 6 2 -4 G-iachnetti
,
1 . 104 3 8 5
Butt . L
.
81 3 0 -3 Buckley , N
•
81 2 3 1
Cherubini . A. 104 3 6 3 Georre . M 104 3 5 2
Comi. R. 89 2 4 2 Frenninn;. T. 90 3 6 5
Corto, I. 94 3 4 1 Johnson . D
.
93 3 3 0
Corto, R. 79 4 4 0 Langton, F. 78 2 5 3
Delia Sarba, S. 94 1 1 0 Landry, M. 95 4 6 2
DeSimone, I. 111 2 6 4 G-arvey, M. 111 0 5 5
DiAntonio, L. 110 3 5 2 Qerlch, C. 110 5 5 0
Donaher, D. 100 3 5 2 Jensen, A. 100 3 4 1
England, D. 101 3 5 2 Freel, S. 101 4 7 3
Average I.Q,. 97.1 Average I.Q. 97.2
Total Cain 21 Total G-ain 30
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TABLE 4
Table Showing G-ain in Knowledge tfith the Use of one "Continuous
Undiscussed" and one "Continuous Discussed" 'Projection of the
Film "Digestion".
Group A
I.Q
H
+-
W
E-
<4
&
G-roup 3
I • 3
H
»*
•£
»
"5
Beaton, G. 96 6 6 0 Frazier, M. 97 2 6 4
Barnaby, A. 108 3 5 2 Hayward, M. 108 2 8 6
Dravis, A. 96 2 0 -2 G-alante, A. 96 3 5 2
Bourdage, R. 91 4 6 2 Fontana, L. 91 3 6 3
3randes, M. 103 1 3 2 Giachetti, I. 104 2 3 1
Butt, L. 81 5 5 0 Buckkey, N. 81 1 7 6
Fisher, J. 106 2 4 2 Duggan , C
.
106 2 4 2
Comi, R. 89 3 6 3 Frenning, T. 90 4 4 0
Ferris, 0. 96 2 4 2 G-ilraine, E. 96 2 5 3
Corto, R. 79 4 7 3 Langton, F
.
78 2 2 0
Delia Barba, S, 94 1 4 3 Landry, M. 95 1 8 7
DeSimone, I. 111 3 5 2 Garvey, M. 111 4 5 1
DiAntonio, L. 110 3 3 0 G-erich, C. 110 5 8 3
Donaher, D. 100 1 6 5 Jensen, A, 100 2 8 6
England, D. 101 3 2 -i Freel, S. 101 1 7 6
Average I.Q. 97 .4 Average I.Q. 97.6
Total G-ain 23 Total G-ain 50
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TABLE 5
Table Showing ^"ain in ^-nov/ledge 171th the ^se of one "Continuous
Undiscussed" and one "Intermittent Discussed" Projection of
the Film "Blood",
Group A H+* N G-rouo C
v\
+->
1 1
+j
t n I • • 1]
cb
^anuria, 1j« oD O d. Petrelli, J. 85 JL
—
'arndDy , k • 1UO X •zJ p McGunni s , J . 108 r\U "7I
tTav IS, A • a; z. n Messina, M. 96 c0 7I X
U UtCLlcl^o | r\. • p QO 0 Pompeo, A. 92 u -z
p 7 E
Zj McDermott, K.107 ht 7 O
Rntt T,
—
> U U Li • J— • ox X n — J Mitchell, ff« 81 •2;j Q O
Gh ihl n1 AvilCX LI -J J. 1 1 _L
, J McLarnon, M. 104 J 71 A
L/ULiiusri son , a» e.0 7( 1X Pells, R. 101 7 7
fli-inil Ro ;xu J. , n » 39 2 7 Panepinto, F. 89 -z.j c;Zj p
Gorto, I. 94 3 4 1 Leahy, M. 93 4 6 2
Corto, R. 79 4 4 0 Paolucci, A. 80 6 9 3
Delia Barba, S. 94 1 1 0 Oriola, T
.
92 1 10 9
Calderoni, I. 104 3 5 2 McCarthy, G-. 103 2 6 4
DiAntonio, L. 110 3 5 2 Logan, L. 109 3 8' 5
Donaher , D
.
100 3 5 2 Montuori, E. 100 5 5 0
Average I.Q. 96.2 Average I.Q. 96
Total Gain 28 Total Gain 59
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TA3LE 6
Table Showing Gain in Knowledge ,/ith the Use of one "Continu-
ous Undiscussed" and one "Intermittent Discussed" Projection
of the Film" Digestion".
Group A U Group G H
1 • ,
»
o
\5
I. s
Dandria, L. 85 3 2 -i Petrelli, J. 85 2 2 0
-^arnaby, A. 108 3 5 2 McGuinnis, J. 108 3 0 6
Dravis, A. 96 2 0 -2 Messina, M. 3 <O 3
J^urda'T.e, R. 91 4 6 2 Pororeo , A. 92 1 5 4
A? fieri, F. 106 2 8 6 McDermott ,K. i 07 2 4 2
3utt, L. 81 5 5 0 Mitchell, f« 81 1 4
Gherubini, A. 3*04 4 4 0 McLarnnn, M. 104 2 2 0
Guthbertson, A. 102 1 4 3 Pells, R. 101 4 6 2
Comi, R. 89 3 6
—7
3 Pani~ointo, F.
on
oy 3 4 ±
Gorto, R. 4 7 3 Paolucci, A. 80 3 4 1
Della3arba,S. 94 1 J,4 3 Ori-^a, T. 92 2 51
<-T
7
Galderoni , I
.
104 3 3 0 McCarthy, G. 103 4 7 3
DiAntonio, L. 110 3 3 0 Logan , L
.
109 4 9 5
Donaher, D. inn 1 6 5 Montuori , E. 100 4 5 1
Buckley, B. 96 3 7 4 Littlewood,G, 96 3 5 2
Average I«Q. 96.3 Average I.Q. 96. 2
Total ^ain 28 Total Gain 40
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Table 7
Table Shewing the ^ain in Knowledge With the Use of one "Con-
tinuous Undiscussed" and one "Intermittent Undiscussed" Project
ion of the Film "Blood"
.
£5 N
Group
Alexander, M.
A
106 6 3
i
-3
G-rout) D
VonBerg, ff.
I.Q.
105 2
in
\Sr-
8 6
Barnaby , A. 108 1 3 2 Steel, A.' 108 3 6 3
Dravis, A. 96 3 3 0 Quinn, H. 97 5 2 -3
B^urdage, R. 91 2 8 6 Roach, R. 91 5 3 -2
Brandes, M. 103 6 2 - 4 Orts, E. 104 2 11 9
Deveau, »7. 118 5 7 2 iVeetman, A. 118 5 6 1
Cherubini, A. 104 3 6 3 Short, S. 105 4 5 1
Cuthbertson, A, 102 6 7 1 Veno, F
•
101 3 8 5
Comi, R. 89 2 4 2 Pinzari, M. 88 2 3 1
Corto, I. 94 3 4 1 Pomoeo, E. 94 4 4 0
Buckley, B. 96 2 8 6 Kay, a. 96 1 7 6
DellaBarba, S. 94 1 1 0 Weiner, S. 93 3 2 -1
DeSimone, I. 111 2 6 4 Stern, I. 111 4 8 4
DiAntonio, L. 110 3 5 2 Patterson, M. 111 4 5 1
Donaher, D. 100 3 5 2 Polacke, J. 100 6 4 -2
Average I.Q. 101.4 Average I.Q. 101 .4
Total 9ain 24 Total G-ain 29
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TA3LE 8
Table Showing the G-ain in Knowledge .Vith the Use of one "Con-
tinuous Undiscussed" and one "Intermittent Undiscussed" Pro-
jection of the Film "Digestion".
Group A
I.Q.
H
ti
r->.
'< Group D
I.Q.
+* £
Alexander, M. 106 3 4 1 VonBerg, .7. 105 0 7 7
^arnaby, A. 103 3 5 2 Steel, A. 108 2 2 0
Dravis, A. 96 2 0 -2 Quinn,H. 97 3 4 1
Bourdage, R. 91 4 6 2 Roach, R. 91 5 2 -3
Brandes, M. 103 1 3 2 Orts, E. 104 4 7 3
Deveau, If. 118 4 3 -1 77eetman,A. 118 4 5 1
Gherubini, A, 104 4 4 0 Short ,S. 105 4 5 1
Cuthbertson, A. 102 1 4 3 Veno , P. 101 1 5 4
Comi, R. 89 3 6 3 Pinzari, M. 88 4 5 1
^uckley, B. 96 3 7 4 Sweeney? J „ 96 2 6 4
DellaBarba, S. 94 1 4 3 .Veiner . S. 93 5 6 1
DeSimone, I. 111 3 5 2 Stern, I. 111 1 5 4
Ferris, 0. 96 2 4 2 Kay, G. 96 5 1 -4
Donaher, D. ioe 1 6 5 Polacke, J. 100 3 6 3
England, D. 101 3 2 -1 Crossley, S. 101 1 2 1
Average I.Q.
Total Gain
101
25
Average I.Q. 100.9
Total Gain 24
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TA3LE 9
Table Showing the Gain in Knowledge with the Use of one "Con-
tinuous Discussed" and one "Intermittent Discussed" Project-
ion of the Film "Blood".
Group
<n
<?
IS
Group
h
i.
.. \S! \5 03
3uckley, N. 81 2 3 1 Mitchell, W. 81 3 9 6
Goldstine, R. 130 5 9 4 Newcomb, E. 132 2 8 6
Franchuk, M. 115 1 7 6 Murray , T
.
114 2 7 5
Freel, S. 101 4 7 3 Pells, R. 101 0 7 7
Gilraine, E. 96 2 4 2 Littlewood, G. 96 6 8 2
Galante, A. 96 6 3 -3 Ludwig, E. 96 1 6 5
aayward, M. 108 3 10 7 Logan, L. 109 3 8 5
Horn, 0. 98 6 6 0 Mariano, L. 98 1 8 7
Jensen, A. 100 3 4 1 Montuori, E. 100 5 5 0
o on n son , v • 93 3 0 nu .usany , m • 93 4 o o
Johnson, H. 92 6 5 - 1 Pompeo, A. 92 0 3 3
Giachetti, I. 104 3 8 5 Mayo, N. 102 2 7 5
Kurlansky, R. 121 5 5 0 McClusky, J. 121 4 7 3
Landry, M. 95 4 6 2 Messina, M. 96 6 7 1
Hajjar, N. 97 1 4 3 Prest, G. 96 5 5 0
Average 101.8 Average I.Q. 101.8
T tal Gain 30 Total Gain 57
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TA3LE 10
Table Showing the ^ain in Knowledge .Vith the Use of one "Con-
tinuous Discussed" and one " Intermittent Discussed" Project-
ion of the Film "Digestion".
H H v\
i
Group 3
X • 0, •
+<
\?r
-H
\Sr
G-roup G
I • Q, •
Buckley, N. 81 1 7 6 Mitchell, .7. 81 1 4 3
Goldstine, R. 130 3 4 1 Newcomb, E. 132 2 7 5
Franchuk, M. 115 4 10 6 Murray , T
.
114 4 5 1
Freel, S. 101 1 7 6 Pells, R. 101 4 6 2
G-ilraine, E. 96 2 5 3 Littlewood, G.96 3 5 2
Galante, A. 96 3 5 2 Ludwig, E, 96 3 5 2
nayward, M« 108 2 8 6 Logan, L» 109 4 9 5
Horn, 0. 98 1 7 6 Mariano, L. 98 2 7 i
—
5
Jensen, A. 100 2 8 6 Montuori , E, 100 4 5 1
Johnson, D. 93 2 5 3 Leahy, M. 93 4 4 0
Johnson, H. 92 1 1 0 Pompeo, A. 92 1 5 4
G-iachetti, I. 104 2 3 1 McCarthy, G. 103 4 7 3
Kurlansky, R. 121 3 5 2 McGlusky, J. 121 3 8 5
Landry, M. 95 1 8 7 Messina, M. 96 3 6 3
Hajjar, N. 97 4 8 4 Prest, G. 96 6 9 3
Average I.Q,
T tal Gain
101.8
59
Average I.Q,. 101.8
Toial Gain 44
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TA3LE 11
Table Showing the Gain in Knowledge ffith the Use of one " Inter
mittent D scussed" and one " Intermittent Discussed" and one
- 3
"Intermittent Undiscussed"
,
projection of the Film " Blood" •
Group^j
I. £
<
Grout) D
Tn
—
o
1 1)
u
n
-+->
Napoli, A. 86 8 cD -i-j Pica , M. 86 D 0
Littlewood, G. 96 6 QO 2 Quinn, H. 97 cD d
Murray , T
•
114 2 ( cD Pecoraro, M.. 115 4 -1
"11± 7
Pells, R. 101 0 7 7 Crosley, S. 101 d 3 1
Messina, 11, 96 6 7 1 Kay, G. 96 1 7 6
McCarthy, G. 103 2 6 4 Orts, E. 104 2 11 9
Ludwig, E. 96 1 r0 Stunkel , I
.
96 f o -1
Logan, L. 109 3 8 5 Steel, A. 108 3 6 3
Mariano, L. 98 1 8 7 Wight, M. 99 2 6 4
Leahy, M. 93 4 6 2 tfeiner, 5. 93 3 2 -1
Pompeo, A. 92 0 3 3 Scavo, E. 91 4 6 2
Oriola, T. 92 1 10 9 .Thite, M. 91 4 6 2
MeCluskey', J. 121 4 7 3 Purdon , 'H • 121 5 7 2
Prest, G. 96 5 5 0 Sweeney, J. 96 2 7 5
Marella, G. 88 2 8 6 Pinzari , M. 88 2 3 1
Average I.Q,.
Total ^ain
98.7
56
Average I.Q,. 98.8
Total Gain 37
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TA3LS 12
Table Showing the Gain In Knowledge With the Use of one "Inter-
mittent Discussed" and one "Intermittent Undiscussed " Project-
ions of the Film "Digestion".
Groun C
I • Q,
2 * *
O tj\
£ £ *
Groun D
V- V ©
Meade, S. 88 4 7 3
Littlewood, a. 96 3 5 2
Murray, T. 114 4 5 1
Pells, R. 101 4 6 2
Messina, M. 96 3 6 3
McCarthy, G. 103 4 7 3
iUdwig, E. 96 3 5 2
Logan, L. 109 4 9 5
Maruano, L, 98 2 7 5
Montuori, E. 100 4 5 1
Leahy, M. 93 4 4 0
Pompeo, A. 92 1 5 4
Oriola, T. 92 2 9 7
McCluskey, J. 121 3 8 5
Prest, G. 96 6 9 3
Average I.Q,. 99.6
Total ^ain 46
Pica, M.
Quinn, H.
Pecoraro, M.115
Crossley, S.101
Kay, G. 96
Orts, E. 104
Stuniel, I. 96
Steel, A. 108
fright, M. 99
Veno, F. 101 1
lleiner, S. 93 5
Scavo, E. 91
White, H. 91
Purdon, 121
86 0 4 4
97 3 4 1
15 4
12 1
5 1-4
4 7 3
2 2 0
2 2 0
15 4
Sweeney, J. 96
Average I.Q,. 99.6
Total Gain 28
1
1
4
2
5
6
1
3
8
4
1
0
2
4
6 4
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TABLE 13
Table Showing the Gain in Knowledge Ifith the Use of one "Con-
tinuous Discussed" and two "Continuous Undiscussed" Projections
of the Film " Blood".
Grouo B
h
*->
VJ
01
\5i
+-»
Jo
Grouo E
T n
IH
-H
<A
V
W
,0) 0
Fontana, L. 91 h. D X IVUUX j , u « Q1y x 2:.2 Q 0
Beaton, C. 90 -2.J ht TJL 00 p Q
DiTullio, R. 76 OC -J bill , O . I 0 h 71 -z,
Freel, S. 101 A 7 J udUUwX U j ..- . 1 OP 1X Zj
Foley, S. 82 J 0 X J , XX . uu
George, H. 104 J ~) p 10 71
Giachetti, I. 104 8 GJ Vatt A
.
104 8 7 -1
Haywards, M. 108 3 10 7 Carnathan, G. 108 3 9 6
Horn, 0. 98 6 6 0 Arsenault, C. 98 3 9 6
Jensen, A. 100 3 4 1 Ricci, A. 99 4 7 3
Johnson, D. 93 3 3 0 Burke , J
•
93 4 10 6
Johnson, H. 92 6 5 -1 Solimini, C. 91 3 6 3
Grant, R. 99 4 2 -2 D'Olymnio, P. 98 0 9 9
Frenning , T
.
90 3 5 2 Haefner, H. 90 4 3 -1
Landry , M
.
95 6 2 Pugliesi , J. 94 2 5 3
Average I.Q,. 94.8 Average I.Q,. 94. 8
Total Gain 24 'otal Gain 63
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TABLE 14
Table Saving the G-ain in Knowledge *Vith t're Use -»f ^ne"Contin-
uous Discussed" and two " Continuous Undiscussed" Prelections
of the Film " Digestion".
Grouo B
r.Q
LaH \4n
>-»
V-
c
'3
S3
Group E
I.Q
Vi
.£
Fnritana, L. 91 3 6 3 Koury , J
.
91 4 6 2
Beaton
,
C. 90 2 6 4 Romano, F. 88 4 4 0
DiTullio, R. 76 4 7 3 Koski, 0. 76 2 5 3
Freel, M. 101 1 7 6 Sanborn, M. 102 4 8 4
Foley, S. 8 2 i 3 2 Needle, H. 36 2 3
Duggan, G. 106 2 4 2 Clapp, M. 107 3 10 7
G-iachetti, I 104 2 3 1 Watt, A. 104 2 9 7
tfayward, M. 108 2 8 6 Carnathan, G-. 108 2 8 6
Horn, 0. 98 1 7 6 Arsenault, G. 98 2 9 7
Jensen, A. 100 2 8 6 Ricci, A. 99 2 8 6
Johnson, D. 93 2 5 3 Burke , J 93 5 7 2
Johnson, H. 92 1 1 0 SOlimini , C. 91 2 6 4
Grant, R. 99 3 7 4 D'Olymoio, P. 98 4 7 3
Frenning , T
.
90 4 4 0 Haefner, H. 90 2 6 4
Landry. M. Q5 1 8 7 Pugliesi , J
.
94 3 2 -1
Average I.Q. 95 Average I.Q. 95
T^tal Gain 53 Total Gain 57
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Tables 3 and 4 show that there ia aome advantage in diccus-
aion following a continuoua projection of a film. Diacuaaion
becomes even more valuable when it ia coupled with intermittent
projection, as ahown by Tables 5 and 6. A decided advantage
of "intermittent discussed" over "continuoua undiacus: ed"
presentation is shown.
There does not seem to be any great value in intermittent
projection alone. The advantages aa ahown in Tablea 7 and 8
are too alight to be highly significant.
There aeema to be the smallest amount of conaiatency in
results <bf "intermittent discussed" presentation when compared
with " continuous discussed" presentation. This may be due to
the fact that discussion is such a variable thing. No two
discussions are conducted quite alike and tow groups may not
receive the discussion equally well. The results are reversed
for the two different films in this study as shown by Tables
9 and 10
The value of discussion again is seen when "intermittent
undiscuas ~d" preaentationa are compared with "intermittent
disoussed"presentat ions
. The intermittent preaentation may
give aome discussion but the results seem to be rather
uniformly consistent in agreeing that discussion at this time
is of little value if the subject matter of the film is made
clear in the pictures.
Tables 13 and 14 show that two presentations of a film
is a desirable method, although the results for the film
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"Digestion" are not overwhelminly in its favor. Undoubtedly
the numbe-1 of presentations and the length of time elapsing
between them should be determined largely by the nature of
the film. If the film is packed with difficult subject matter
sometime should elapse before a second presentation in order
to permit mastery of the essentials. The film "Digestion" was
of this type. No time for further study and mastery however
was allowed between the two presentations. The results show
that the second presentation at this time was unwise.
The film "Blood" was much more simple. It was not so
crowded with facts and new terms. There were no basic prin-
ciples too hard to be mastered by one presentation. As a
result the pupils were ready to continue their learning with
a second presentation. The number of facts to be learned
were not so numerous as to be bewildering.
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CONCLUSIQNS
1. The method of presentation should depend upon the type
and nature of the film.
2. Intermittent projection in this study was valuable only
when used with films whose content was not of itself
clear and evident.
3« Discussion of films after presentation was beneficial.
The gains in knowledge was greater when discussion after
presentation was combined with intermittent projection.
4. Intermittent projection alone seemed to be of no great
value
.
5. The number of projections and the length of time
elapsing between each projection becsme increasingly
valuable as the complexity of the films increased.

The Efficiency of Methods and Practices Commonly
Used in Presenting Motion Pictures
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CHAPTER VII
THE EFFICIENCY OF METHODS AND PRACTICES COM:' ONLY
USED IN PRESENTING MOTION PICTURES
There are a few guiding principles that it is necessary
to recognize in order to have efficient use of motion pictures.
The following principles are adhered to by schools with the
most efficient motion picture programs today. Many of these
principles have not become firmly established and doubtless
will be discarded in the future.
1. Presentation of motion pictures should be made
to small groups.
2. Motion pictures should be presented in the class-
room.
3« The pupils should have some preparation for the
film before it is presented.
4. Discussion should be used before, during, or after
each presentation.
!• Presentation should be free from mechanical defects.
It was accepted until very recently that the presentation
of a teaching- film, in order to be effective, must be to a
small group, this group in most instances comprising only
one teaching division of approximately forty pupils. This
has not been definitely proven and the tendency now seems to
be to vary the size of the group according to the nature of
the film.
It has been pointed out in a previous chapter (see pages
58, 73, 74 ) that the method of presentation must be adapted
to the type of film used. The study of methods for this thesis
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shows this to be true although the films used did not differ
as widely as some in manner of presentation of •abject matter.
An appreciation film which may be used to introduce subject
matter may not require the pupils to be extensively prepared
before the presentation. On the other hand a film which is
technical in nature and packed with facts, new names, and
new terms may require extended preparation, before presenta-
tion. Material is presented so rapidly with qhiclily changing
sequences upon the screen that a pupil cannot acquire much
from a film if the names and terms are not instantly recognized
and familiar to him. One of the best preparations is a form
of discussion using such other visual aids as pictures, models,
stereographs, and slides. Such a preparation insures that
the pupil is made familiar with any new words or terms that
may appear too rapidly in the motion picture for him to grasp.
Presentation of the film now will serve as a climax to the
learning process. It will stamp home a deep and indelible
impression received through the visual sense that will be
more enduring. The pupil may acquire conceptions that could
be presented in no other way.
The study of methods (see Ghapter V) has also shown that
the role played by questions, comments, and explanations
varies according to the type of film. No general rules can
be laid down but the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter
(see page75 ) may be applied to the particular film.
G-iven all these suitable conditions one must have a presen-
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tstion free from mechanical defects in order to be most
effective. A break in the film, a poor connection in the
extension cord, abroken or slipping belt on the projector-
will mean partial or total disruption of the whole teaching
plan, ilany other mechanical defects may appear but the like-
lihood of their occurrence can be reduced to a minimum if the
equipment is constantly inspected and methodically checked.
It is of equal importance that the projection of the pictures
should be clear. The room therefore should be equipped with
suitable curtains to darken it sufficiently to give a good
picture upon the screen.
The fallowing scale may be used for rating the efficiency
of presentation of motion pictures in a building:
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Scale for Rating the Efficiency of Presentation of
a Iv'.otion Picture Program in a Building.
Size of Groups
Expressed as the percentage
of total number of groups
containing not over
forty five pupils.
Very Poor Poor Good Very Good
0-74 75-64 85-94 95-1CO
Showings in Own Classroom
or in Special Room
Expressed as the percentage
of total showings thus
present ed
Uses With Preparation
Expressed as the percentage
of total showings thus
presented.
Uses With Discussions
Before, During or After.
Expressed as the percentage
of total showings thus
present ed
.
Uses Free from Mechanical
Defects
.
Expressed as the percentage
of total showings thus
presented
0-49 50-69 70-39 90-100
0-19 20-49 50-74 75-100
0-74 75-39 90-94 95-100
0-74 75-34 55-94 95-100
Data were gathered for the rating of the motion picture
program in the building where this study was made by means
of the following outline. Each teacher after presenting
a film was asked to fill out one of these forms.
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A Record of the use of Motion Picturee
Date
Teacher G-rade Subject
Title of Film
1. Size of group taught:
( 1) ass embly
(2) grade
(3) subject
2. Flace where aid is used:
(1) in special room_
(2) in assembly hall
(:3) in own classroom
3. Use of film:
(1) to introduce the subject
(2) as the body of the teaching plan
(3) as a supplement to the teaching plan
(4) as a review
4. Method of use:
(1) use of questions directing pupil's observations
(2] no preparation
(3) prediscussion
(4) discussion during projection
( 5) dis cuss ion after projection
(6) lecture during projection
(7) opportunity for questions
5. Manner of projection:
(1) times projected
(2) continuous project ion_
(3) intermittent projection
6. Describe the structural conditions
[
1
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Tlie following rating for the building waa obtained from
ie3e data.
•Size of Groups
(Not over 45 pupils)
Showings in Own Classroom or in
Special Room
Uses With Preparation
Uses With Discussion Before,
During, or After
. C k'rpp From Mechanical Defects
Very Good (100^)
Very Good {100%)
Good {56.6%)
Very Good {100%)
Very Good {95%)

Suggested Ways of Improving the Future Use of Motion Pictur
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GHAPTER VIII
SUGGESTED .TAYS OF IMPROVING THE FUTURE USE OF MOTION PICTURES
Motion oictures still await a "better scheme of distribut-
ion before they can be of maximum service. If they are to be-
come a working part of the educational process they ought to be
available and in use every day of the school week. The future
will undoubtedly demand and employ such a use of films.
Another great weakness of the motion picture program as
administered in most school systems today is that the films
are not closely correlated with the subject matter taught. This
can "be largely corrected "by the production of films correlated
with the subject matter taught. This difficulty may be correct©
ed in another way. Correlation of film with subject matter
would be assured by nreceding the construction of a film library
with an intensive study of courses of studies used, and a
thorough investigation of all available visual aids on the
market. Then with a knowledge of both, such films could be
purchased as would fit the subject matter taught. All such films
would be assigned to a definite part or oarts of the school
system's curricula. Bach teacher would be aware of what films
were available and when they should be used.
tfhen teacher training institutions require that all teach-
ers be trained in the techniques of visual aids, much nrogress
will have been made toward establishing the extensive use of
motion pictures in the schools. Progress is slowly being made
toward that goal. A few such institutions make this training
<
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compulsory now, and more offer it. The National Education
Association has stood for this goal for several years.
Continued studies should be made of methods of presenting
motion pictures. Films differ so radically and the nature of
the films produced changes so rapidly that constant study
along this line is needed.

Summary
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CHAPTER DC
SUMMARY
1. Earliest learning made use of the visual method by manipul-
ation of the real objects. With the advent of writing and
printing the visual method of teaching declined. The visual
method is being used again now that flat pictures are
abundant and various machines for projection are available.
2. The first motion pictures used in schools were inadequate
because cumbersome , stationary , and expensive thirty-five
millimeter machines were used to present pictures to large
heterogenous groups. Only licensed operators could manage
these projectors.
3. motion pictures have been made practical as far as the
machines go by the production of inexpensive, portable
sixteen-millimeter machines.
4. The value of motion pictures as teaching aids has been con-
clusively proven by careful studies made by Freeman,
McCluskey, Knowlton and Tilton, .Yood, and Rulon.
5. Rulon has proven by an extensive study that talking motion
pictures give a decided advantage in learning.
6. Methods for presenting motion pictures must toe varies to
fit the film.
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7. Intermittent projection was shown in this study to be of
value only when the subject matter of the film was not
made clear and evident by the pictures,
8. Discussion following the presentation of a film was shown
in this study to be of increasing value as the complexity
and factual material of the film increased.
9. This study showed that the value in the number of times
that a film was presented defends upon the complexity and
quantity of factual material presented in the film,
10. Motion pictures are not expensive if they serve efficiently
a whole school system.
11. The distribution of films has not been as satisfactorily
worked out as it should be.
12. Films should be available every school day of the year but
most if not all school systems today fall far short of this
standard.
13. Inefficiency of the motion picture program today is largely
due to the lack of training for the use of visual aids
found among teachers.
14. The motion picture program is not as efficient as it might
be because the films are not closely correlated with the
subject matter of the curricula of the school system.
0<
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15. Every film should be planned for and assigned a definite
place in the outlines of study of the school system. Each
film would then become an integral part of the course
of study.

Appendix
<II
Tests Used in This Study
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Dlphtheria
1. Diohtheria in the Civil Var days was
( ) a very rare disease
( ) an unknown disease
( ) a common disease
( ) a seldom fatal disease
2. A doctor in the Civil .Var days
( ) did not know how to render an exposed case of
diphtheria immune
( ) if called early vas sure to save a diphtheria
patient
( ) did not know there was such a disease as diphtheria
( ) was familiar with the germ that causes diphtheria
3. Diphtheria is most fatal to
( ) adults
( ) children over 12 years of age
( ) children under 12 years of age
( ) children from 6 to 12 years of age
4. Parents up to about 1900
{ ) believed that children should never knowingly be
exposed to diphtheria
( ) believed that it was not wise to with-hold
children from exposure to diphtheria
( ) believed that exposure to diphtheria was avoidable
( ) believed that child. en very rarely had diphtheria
5. Toxin-antitoxin is
( ) an instrument used for injecting sera
( ) a serum used to render one immune to diphtheria
( ) the name of the germ causing diphtheria
( ) the culture doctors take from diphtheria patients
6. The man responsible for the discovery of toxin-antitoxin
was
( ) Pasteur
( ) Reed
( ) Lister
( ) von 3ehrings
7. Diphtheria is a disease that attacks first the
( ) heart
( ) throat
( ) lungs
( ) liver
8. The number of deaths from diphtheria have since 1900
( ) decreased
( ) increased
( ) remained about the same
( ) doubled
9. There are gtil] rnany cases of diphtheria in the hospitals
because
( ) poultices are not apolied to patients
( ) children still get their feet wet
( ) parents fail to give onion syrup
I
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( ) many still fail to take the toxin-antitoxin treat-
ment
10. The Schick test is given to
( ) render the person Immune to dinhtheria
( ) find out whether the oerson is ant to take dinhtherf
ia
( ) find out whether the oerson has ever had diphtheria
( ) find out whether the oerson is carrying diohtheria
germs
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G-laciers and Glacial Topography
1. A glacier is mads up of
( ) snow only
( ) ice only
( ) stones only
( ) ice, snow and stones
2. A crevasse is
( ) an abrupt fall in the gradient of a glacier bed
( ) a deep crack opened in the ice of a glacier
( ) pinnacles of ice left by irregular melting of a
glacier
( ) a deep well into which water from a melting glacier
falls
3. Glaciers in temperate climates are found on
( ) the Adirondack Mountains
( ) the Alps Mountains
( ) broad, level plains
( ) all mountains
4-. The basin on a mountain side in which snow and ice collects
is called a
( ) cirgue
( ) ice fall
( ) moulin
( ) moraine
5. A glacier high uoon a mountain
( ) melts
( ) moves slowly towards the valleys
( ) never moves
( ) moves rauidly towards the valleys
6. The ice left at the foot of a glacier where a rock has
shaded it from the sun is called a
( ) terminal moraine
( ) lateral moraine
( ) serac
( ) glacier table
7. Jagged needles of rock which are found along the sides of
a glacier are formed by
( ) volcanic eruptions
( ) the splitting of rocks when water freezes in the
crevices
( ) erosion from the glacier
( ) earthquakes
8. Terminal moraines are found
( ) in the middle of glaciers
( ) at the uoper end of glaciers
( ) along the sides of glaciers
( ) at the lower end of glaciers
-(
i
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9. A moulin Is
( ) a deep crack opened In the ice of a glacier
( ) a pile of debris left by a melting glacier
( ) a deep well into which water runs from a melting
glacier
( ) an ice fall
10. The walls of a glacier valley slowly become
( ) worn more jagged
( ) worn wider
( ) worn steeper and smoother
( ) worn shiny
11. Median moraines are found
( ) where two streams of ice come together below a
projecting spur
( ) at the upper end of glaciers
( ) at the lower end of glaciers
( ) along the sides of glaciers
12. Seracs are formed
( ) at the upper end of a glacier
( ) underneath a glacier
( ) toward the lower end of a glacier
( ) on the crags of a mountain
1 1 X J« A* %• 1»* «\ # V
!
(
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Earthquakes
1. Violent earthquakes have been known In
( ) Cuba
( ) Japan
( ) Philippine Islands
( ) New England
2. Tectonic earthquakes are a result of the
( ) fracturing or breaking of the earth's crust
( ) vibrations from volcanoes
( ) bending of the earth's crust
( ) vibrations from a landslide
3. Earthquakes in California are
( ) much milder than those of Yokohama
( ) unknown
( ) very violent
( ) so mild that no damage is ever done
4. Rocks are
( ) very brittle
( ) somewhat elastic
( ) easily bent
( ) so rigid that they never bend
5. Tectonic earthquakes
( ) affect a small area
( ) never do any damage
( ) are unknown in Japan
( ) may rock a whole continent
6. A seismograph is
( ) an instrument for measuring temperatures of the
interior of the earth
( ) a diagram for recording the earth's vibrations
( ) the name of a certain kind of wave sent through
the earth's crust
( ) an instrument for recording the earth's vibrations
7. The "P" and "S" waves from an earthquake
( ) travel faster than the "L" waves
( ) travel slower than the "L" waves
( ) travel at the same rate as the "L" waves
( ) stop at the center of the earth
8. The "L" waves
( ) penetrate to the center of the earth
( ) are deflected by the solid core of the earth
( ) travel along the outer crust of the earth
( ) travel with the "S" waves
9. The center of the disturbance of an earthquake can be
located exactly
( ) by means of a single seismograoh
( ) if the distance is known at three centers
( ) by means of three different seismographs
( ) if the distance is known at one center
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10. Most of the earth movements are
( ) in the center of the earth
( ) at the very surface only of the earth
( ) within eighty miles of the surface
( ) within fifty miles of the surface
It
. if
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Digestion
1. The first organ of digestion that the food comes in con-
tact with is the
( ) stomach
( ) mouth
( ) small intestine
( ) pancreas
2. Many villi are found in the walls of the
( ) esophagus
( ) mouth
( ) large intestine
( ) small intestine
3. The digested food enters the blood stream as
( 7 bile
( ) gastric juice
( ) saliva
( ) lymph
4. Peristalsis is the
( ) wavelike contraction of muscles that moves food
along the digestive tract
( ) name of a digestive juice
( ) name of a digestive organ
( ) action of secretion in the walls of the small
intestine
5. The pancreatic juice is secreted by the
t ) mouth
( ) stomach
( ) small intestine
( ) liver
6. Starchy foods are digested by the
( ) bile
( ) saliva
( ) pancreatic juice
( ) gastric juice
7. The villi
( ) secrete mucus
( ) secrete saliva
( ) moves the food along the digestive tract
( ) absorb food
3. The pylorus is the
I ) upper half of the large intestine
( ) lower half of the large intestine
( ) part of the stomach next to the small intestira
( ) oart of the stomach next to the esophagus
9. Gastric juice breaks up
( ) fats
( ) starches
( ) proteins
( ) sugars
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10. The greater part of the food is absorbed through the
( ) walls of the small intestine
( ) walls of the stomach
( ) walls of the large intestine
11. Food oasses from the stomach into the
( ) esophagus
( ) large intestine
( ) small intestine
( ) pancreas
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Blood
l a Blood may be separated by the centrifuge into
( ) red blood cells and white blood cells
( ) blood cells and plasma
( ) protein and salts
( ) hemoglobin and leukocytes
2. Heat will make solid
( ) proteins and thus remove them from the olasma
( ) platelets and thus remove them from the plasma
( ) hemoglobin and thus remove it from the blood cells
( ) white blood cells and thus re^ve them fr^n tine platfn
3. The plasma of the blood mav be separated into
( ) platelets and white cells
( ) hemoglobin and water
( ) red and white blood corpuscles
( ) proteins, water and sa^ts
4. We find growing in the marrow of bones
( ) platelets
( ) white blood corpuscles
( ) red blood corpuscles
( ) leukocvtes
5. Hemoglobin may be separated from red corpuscles by means o
( ) heat
( ) ether
( ) water
( ) alcohol.
6. 7hite blood cells can
( ) carrv oxygen
( ) escape from the capillaries to the tissues of the
bodv
( ) cuse blood to clot
( ) be counted with the unaided eve
7. The state of ones health may be indicated by
( ) the number of red blood cells in a given quantity
of blood
( ) the number of white blood cells in a given quantity
of blood
( ) the number of platelets in a given quantity of blood
( ) the amount of salts in the blood
8. The greater amount of cells found in the blood are
( ) white corpuscles
( ) platelets
( ) red corpuscles
9. The Smallest of the blood cells is a
( ) white corpuscle
( ) platelet
( ) red corpuscle
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10. Foreign matter is removed from the body by
( ) platelets
( ) red corouscles
( ) leukocytes
( ) hemoglobin
11. The largest of the blood cells is the
( ) red corpuscle
( ) white corpuscle
( ) platelet

Library of Films Available to the ^uincy Public Schools
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Library of Films Available to the Q,uincy Public Schools
1. Adventures of Peter
2. Alaska
3. Animal Camouflage
4. Artist, The
5. Atmospheric Pressure
6. Automobile, The
7. 3aby Beavers
8. Baby Song-birds at
Mealtime
9. Bacteria
10. Banana Land
11. Beavers
12. Bird Homes
13. Birds of Prey
14. 3irds of the Seacoast
15. Birds, Some Friendly
16. Bituminous Goal
17. Blood, The
18. Boone Trail, The
19. Bre'r Rabbit and His Pals
20. Burbank, Luther
21. Carbon Monoxide, The
22. Cattle
23. Central America
24. Chesapeake Bay
25. Circulation
26. Clay to Bronze #1
27. Clay to Bronze #2
28. Clay to Bronze #3
29. Coffee
30. Cotton Goods
31. Cotton Crowing
32. Cows and Dairying
33. Dickens, Charles
34. Digestion
35. Diphtheria Prevention
36. Dutch East Indies, The
37. Earthquakes
38. East Indian Island, An
39. Electricity, Chemical
40. Electricity, Heat and Light
41. Executive, The
42. Farm, The
43. Fire leaking
44. Fire Prevention
45. Fire Protection
46. Fire Safety
47. First Aid-Carrying
the Injured
48. First Aid- Care of Minor
bounds
49. First Aid-Control of
Bleeding
50. *'lax to Linen
51. Foot Health
52. forest ^eoole of Central
America, The
53. Free Schools, the Hooe
of Democracy #1
54. Free Schools, the Hope
of Democracy #2
55. From 3ahamas to Jamaica
56. Gasoline Engine
57. Glaciers and Glacier
Topography
58. Good Foods-Bread and
Cereal § reel
59. Good Foods-Drink of .Yatei
60. Good Foods-Fruits and
Vegetables § reel
61. Haiti to Trinidad, From
62. Hawaiian Islands
63. Health Examination,
^eed of an Annual
64. Houses of the Arctic
and Tropics #1
65. Houses of the Arctic
and 'I'rooics #2
66. Insects, Some tfater
67. Interdependence #1
68. Interdependence #2
69. Iron Ore to Pig Iron
70. Irrigation
71. Irving, Washington
72. Journalist, The
73. Leather
74. Leavening #1
75. Leavening #2
76. Limestone and Marble
77. Living Cell
78. Longfellow, Henry Vads-
worth
79. Lumbering in the Pacific
Northwest
80. Mammals, Rocky Mountain
81. Mammals, Some Larger
82. Masai, The
83. Meat Packing
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84. Mexico
85. Microscopic Animal Life
86. Mining and Smelting of
Copper
87. New England Fisheries
38. Oil, Producing crude
39. Oil, Refining crude
90. Optical Instruments
91. Oregon Country, The
92. Our Four-footed Helpers
93. Oysters
94. Panama Canal
95. Phillipine Islands
96. Pig Iron to Steel
97. Posture
98. Pueblo Indians
99. Q,uincy Tercentenary #1
100. ^uincy Tercentenary #2
101. .uincy Tercentenary #3
102. ^uincy Tercentenary #4
103. Racoon, The
104. Reforestation
105. Refrigeration
106. Sice
107. Roosevelt Dam, The
108. Roosevelt, Friend of the
Birds
109. Roosevelt, Himself
110. Rubber
111. Ruffed Grouse, The
112. Salesman, The
113. Salt
114. Scott, Sir Walter
115. Seashore Animals, Some
116. Shakespeare, William
117. Shoemaking #1
118. Shoemaking #2
119 . Shoemaking #3
120. Silk
121. Simple machine
122. Stevenson, Robert Louis
123. Sugar, Beet and ^ane
124. Teeth, Care of
125'. Teeth, How .they grow
126. Transportation
127. Tree to Newspaper
128. Tuberculosis-How it may be
Avoided
129. Under-sea Life
130. U.S. Government ,1
131. U.S. Government ff2
132. Volcanoes
133. Wanderers of the
Arabian Desert
134. Washington, George #1
135. Washington, George #2
136. Washington, GQOrge #3
137. Washington, George #4 1
138. Water Power
139. Webster, ^aniel
140. Wheat to Bread
141. Whittier, J. Greenlea:r
142. Wild Flowers
143. Woolen Goods
144. Yosemite National Park
-8e-
3ibliograr>hy
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Articles From " National Education Association
Addresses and Proceeedings"
•
3alcom, A.G-.
The Preparation of Teachers in the Use of Visual Aids.
1924 Volume 62 pp. 971-974
This is largely a report on an investigation of the
training of teachers in the use of visual aids in
teacher training institutions. Investigations were made
in 146 normal schools and colleges in 43 states
Dent, Ellsworth C.
The National Academy of Visual Instruction
1930 Volume 68 pp. 916-919
The history aims and purposes of the National Academy
of Visual Instruction are set forth in this article.
The Relation of Publicity to the Visual -Lnstruction Program
1931 Volume 69 pp. 950-953
Various ways of informing the public of visual instructJ-
ion are enumerated, after pointing out why it is necessary
to so inform the public.
Dorris, Anna V.
The Pedagogical Possibilities of Mass Instruction /Yith
Motion Pictures.
1927 Volume 65 pp. 960-963
Smohasis in this address was laid upon the necessity of
following certain psychological and pedagogical rules for
successful mass instruction with motion pictures.
Emmert, .Yilbur
Core Course of a Visual-Sensory Aids Program.
1932 Volume 70 pp. 790-793
This is a report of a committee appointed by the
National Education Association to produce such a course.
Finegan, Thomas E.
Report of the Committee on Visual Education.
1926 Volume 64 pp. 183-186
A reoort of the then proposed Eastman Kodak Comnany
experiment with teaching films.
Classroom Films
1927 Volume 65 op. 955-959
The problems of constructing and using suitable class-
room films and machines are discussed in this article,
also the Eastman Kodak experiment which was then in the
process of administration.
*
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Finegan , Thomas E.
Recent Experiments in Classroom Procedure,
1928 Volume 66 pp. 958-959
A report upon the findings of the Eastman Kodak
motion Picture experiment.
Finley, .Villiam L.
Nature Education Through Motion "Pictures.
1927 Volume 65 pp. 588-589
The ability to acquaint youth by means of motion
pictures with wide areas ©f our natural resources and
thus instill in them a love for nature that will lead
to conservation and protection is made evident in this
article.
rtays, Dudley G-rant
Visual Education Equipment and How to Use It.
1928 Volume 66 pp. 963-966
.That materials to use and how to use them are con-
sidered in this article. The writer emphasizes the
fact that economy demands the adaption of visual
methods/
Hays, «U11 H.
J Improvement of Motion Pictures.
1922 Volume 60 pp. 252-257
A plea for the cooperation of teachers and motion
picture producers to improve the quality of pictures.
Hoban, G.F.
Possibilities of Visual-Sensory Aids in Education.
1932 Volume 70 pp. 118-122
Hoban points out the need of visual-sensory aids
and again stresses that training in techniques of
their use should be obligatory of every teacher.
Responsibility of Teacher-Training Institutions for the
Preparation of Teachers.
1931 Volume 69 pp. 957- 959
The different types of visual aids are enumerated
in terms of proper administration.
Joy, Jason S.
Motion Pictures in Their Relation to the Schoil Child.
1927 Volume 65 pp. 964-969
Judd, Charles H.
^eoort of the Qommittee to Cooperate -Yith the Motion
Picture Producers.
1923 Volume 61 pp. 243-250
A record of the first attempt made at clarifying,
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organlzing and making available information concern-
ing the status of motion pictures in the schools and
studying its future development and possibilities.
Knowlton, Daniel C.
The Use of the Photoolay in the Teaching of History.
1928 Volume 66 pp.951-955
This article is a discussion of how the thirty
three films which iale University was then making
for the teaching of history, might be best fitted
into the curriculum.
HcClusky, Frederick Dean
Progress of Visual Instruction in the United states from
1923 to 1930.
1930 Volume 68 pp. 914-916
This is a reoort of the findings of the survey
conducted by the "ational Academy of Visual Instruct-
ion. It ooints out the total expenditures for
visual aids, the distribution of this money, the lead
ing school systems in visual instruction, the scient-
ific studies made of teaching motion pictures.
Milliken, ^arl E.
How the Movies <Vill Enrich Life.
1931 Volume 69 pp. 73-77.
fays are suggested in which the schools may make
use of motion pictures, bDth those oroduced for
classroom use and for public theaters.
Roach, Charles
Visual Instruction Service in a City System.
1929 Volume 67 pp. 942-943
A description of the organization of Visual
Education in t he Los Angsles public schools.
Sigman, James G-.
Minimum Standards for Creative ^earning as a Vital Value
in Visual Instruction.
1930 Volume 68 pp. 919-920
The necessary equipment for visual instruction at
the various levels is listed in this article.
Soencer, Herbert L.
Training Teachers to Hecognize Vital Values in Education.
1930 Volume 68 pp. 920-923
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The minimum essentials which every elementary teach-
er should know are set forth in this article aa they
are presented in a course given at the Aienry Frick
Training School for Teachers in Pittsburgh.
4.
Stephenson, Nathaniel .V.
^ale Historical Films
1923 Volume 62 pp. 932-983
A brief exposition of the construction of films bas-
ed upon "The Chronicles of America" and the proposed
experiments for which they were used.
Books
Dewey, John and Evelyn
Schools 3f Tomorrow
E. P. Dutton & Com^amy, New York, 1915
A forecast of the type of future schools in the
light of past and present educational philosophy.
Dorris, Anna Verona
Visual Instruction in the Public Schools
Ginn and Company
,
Boston, 1923 pp. X 481
A description of different types of visual aids
and how they may best be used in the public schools.
Freeman, Frank N, Edited by
Visual Education A Comparative Study of Motion Pictures
and Other Methods of Instruction.
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1924 pp. VIII 391
A report of the experiment carried on by the Universi-
ty of Chicago through the means of $10,000 left by the
Commonwealth Fund.
Hays fill H.
See and Hear. A Brief History of Motion Pictures and the
Development of Sound.
Motion Picture Producers. 1929 pp.63
Hollis, A. P.
Motion Pictures for Instruction
The century Co. N.Y. 1926 ppJCV 450
It is largely a source book but has much in the form
of sample lessons, about methods of presenting motion
pictures
.
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Knowlton, Daniel &. and Fitton, .Varren J.
Motion Pictures in History Teaching. A Study of American
photoplays as an Aid in Seventh G-rade Instruction.
Yale University Press 1929 pp.X 182
Ramsaye, Terry . . iyiQ
A Million and One Nights. A History of the Motion Picture
Simon and Schuster, New York, 1926 Volume I no IXX 400
Volume II pp. 401-868.
A very detailed and interestingly written history
of the whole motion picture industry up to 1926.
flood, Sen D. and Freeman, Frank N.
Motion Pictures in the Classroom. An Experiment to
Measure the Value of Motion Pictures as Suppllmentafy
Aids in Regular Classroom Instruction.
The Riverside Press, Houghton Mifflin Comoany , Cambridge,
1929, pp. XXI 392
Magazine Articles
ArnSnl
?he'ReiItive effectiveness of the Sound Motion Pictures
in Teaching Elementary Science and Music.
Education, February 1933 PP* 332- 335
A Test on the Value of Sound Films.
SchooJ and Societv July 4, 1931 .
An account of the then projected test carred out
bv and instigated by superintendent s of schools of
many cities and states in cooperation with the Office
of Education in the Department of Interior, ^eorge
Washington University, and Mr. Clark of the Fox Film
Company
.
Boucher, S. Chauncey (V ^ ' ^r-j
Talking Motion Pictures in the University of ohicago s
New Educational Plan.
Education, Februarv 1933 pp. 328-332
An account of the beginnings of the use of visual
instruction as an integrated part of Chicago Universi
1 ty's new educational plan.
British Education and Motion Pictures.
School and Society June 27, 1931 pp. 852-553
A review of the report made by the Commission on
Educational and Cultural Films and as summarized m
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in the London " Times".
British Plan Motion Picture University
Educational Screen combined with Visual Instruction News
November 1932 p. 273
Reoort of a plan to establish in London a university
in which teaching will be done entirely by film.
Charters, /V.'tf.
Developing the Attitudes of Children
Education February 1933 pp. 353-357
Clark, Clarence C.
Effectiveness of Sound Films as Aids in Classroom Teaching
Education February 1933 pp« 337-34-2
Educational Talking Pictures at the University of Chicago.
School and Society, November 26, 1932 Pp. 690-691
A discussion of the two talking moving pictures
"Oxidation and Reduction" and "Molecular Theory of
Matter" produced for the University of Chicago to be
used in general courses given in the freshman and
sophomore years.
Einbecker, tfilliam Francis
Comparison of Verbal Accompaniments to Films
Education, February 1933 pp. 343-347
Glasgow Education Committee Experiment
Schiol and Society August' 20, 1932 dp. 243
An account of an experiment to be carried on with tw<j
classes, one being taught with the cinema plus ordinary
methods and the second class with ordinary methods
plus other visual aids other than the cinema.
Houston, Herbert S.
tforld ^eace Through Motion Pictures
Education February 1933 pp. 321-324
Chiefly discusses a plan for editing current inter-
national news reel pictures.
^acy, Ezra E.
tfhy Visual Education Now?
Educational Screen combined with Visual Instruction News
December 1932 on. 293-295
The economy that can be effected in teaching by the
use of the motion picture and other visual aids is
pointed out.
Motion Pictures in the Schools

Elementary School Journal November 1931 pp. 175-176
A report on a survey made of 6000 teachers in
517 school units who answered a questionnaire on
motion pictures.
New Series of Educational Fictures.
School Review October 1932, pp. 568-570
-
-4 jA discussion of the twenty sound films being pre-
pared for Chicago University to use in science
tea ching.
Report of the International Educational Cinematographic
Inst itut e.
School and Society, July 16, 1931
It is the report of a questionnaire sent out to
teachers
.
Rulon, Phillip J.
Education, February, 1933 pp. 335-337
The Teaching Effectiveness of the Sound Motion Ficture
in General Science
Skinner, George A.
. Education, February 1933, pp. 324-328
A Business Man Looks at Visual Education
A story of what a hypothetical business man
learned about visual education, its present status,
its problems and how it may be developed



